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ABSTRACT

Phase transitions are a common phenomenon in condensed matter and act as a critical degree of freedom that can be employed to tailor the mechanical or electronic properties of materials. Understanding the fundamental mechanisms of the thermodynamics and kinetics of phase transitions is, thus, at the core of modern materials design. Conventionally, studies of phase transitions have, to a large extent, focused on pristine bulk phases. However, realistic materials exist in a complex form; their microstructures consist of different point and extended defects. The presence of defects impacts the thermodynamics and kinetics of phase transitions, but has been commonly ignored or treated separately. In recent years, with the significant advances in theoretical and experimental techniques, there has been an increasing research interest in modeling and characterizing how defects impact or even dictate phase transitions. The present review systematically discusses the recent progress in understanding the kinetics of defect-characterized phase transitions, derives the key mechanisms underlying these phase transitions, and envisions the remaining challenges and fruitful research directions. We hope that these discussions and insights will help to inspire future research and development in the field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are four basic states of matter: solid, liquid, gas, and plasma; for each of these states, there may further exist different phases. In particular, for solid-state materials with a specific chemical composition, there can be different ways of atomic bonding and packing, characterized by lattices of different symmetries. This degree of freedom leads to the formation of a variety of possible solid-state phases. Different phases can exhibit a wide range of physical and/or chemical properties, giving rise to diverse materials properties that can be manipulated via phase engineering.

A phase corresponds to a thermodynamically stable (global) or metastable (local) minimum on the free-energy landscape at certain temperatures and pressures. When the temperature or pressure varies or external fields are applied to the system, a stable phase may become unstable; and even if it is still metastable, it may become energetically more favorable to transition to another phase, i.e., a phase transition may occur.

As phase transitions naturally allow to tune the materials properties, they play a critical role in modern materials design. The thermodynamics and kinetics of phase transitions have, thus, generated enormous research interest. Most of the existing studies of phase transitions have focused on defect-free pristine phases, which is often times sufficient to capture the general thermodynamic trends. However, in most cases intrinsic and extrinsic defects are present in materials, and they may alter the thermodynamics and kinetics of phase transitions. In particular, phase transition kinetics that is characterized by atomic displacements or reconstructions can easily be impacted by the presence of point and extended defects.

Despite a large number of existing research works on phase transition kinetics, the effect of defects on phase transition kinetics has seldom been systematically assessed or discussed. The specific roles that each type of defect may play in the kinetics of a certain type of phase transition have not been well established or documented. There are two main reasons for this first, conceptually the importance of defects in phase transition kinetics has not been sufficiently recognized; the corresponding research paradigm is yet to be properly constructed or demonstrated. Second, studying and understanding the impact of defects on phase transition kinetics is challenging because it frequently requires the development and application of advanced theoretical and experimental approaches.

In this review, we highlight the critical roles of point and extended defects in phase transition kinetics. Defects may not only affect the kinetics of phase transitions, but might, in some cases, even dictate it. Hence, we introduce the concept of "defect-characterized phase transition kinetics" and discuss recent research progress along this direction.

Indeed, there have been significant advances in theoretical and experimental techniques in recent years that allow to probe the microscopic mechanisms of defect-characterized phase transition kinetics. Conceptually, the idea of "defect phases" has recently been proposed, which focuses more on the thermodynamic aspects. In this review, we will use selected examples to demonstrate the various roles that defects can play in phase transition kinetics.

This article is organized as follows. We first discuss the basic concepts and knowledge of defect-characterized phase transition kinetics in Sec. II, which covers phase transition kinetics, defects, and the relevance of defects for phase transition kinetics. We further describe commonly employed theoretical and experimental techniques for simulating and characterizing phase transition kinetics in Sec. III. The central part of this article is the discussion of representative examples in various materials to illustrate recent progress in the investigation and understanding of defect-characterized phase transition kinetics in Sec. IV. Finally, we summarize the currently known roles of defects in phase transition kinetics in Sec. V. This research field is still in its infancy and extensive studies are yet in critical demand. We also outline remaining challenges and envision fruitful research directions in Sec. V, which we hope may serve as an inspiration for future studies in the field.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS OF DEFECT-CHARACTERIZED PHASE TRANSITION KINETICS

A. Phase transition kinetics

1. Concepts and definitions

A solid phase has a uniform structure and composition, and is separated from other phases by sharp boundaries, where discontinuous changes occur in structure and/or composition. A phase may become thermodynamically unstable due to a sudden change in external conditions such as temperature, pressure, stress, electric field, and magnetic field. Consequently, a phase transition may occur as driven by minimization of the thermodynamic free energy. The variation in the thermodynamic free energy during the transition is associated with
structural and/or compositional changes. The thermodynamics concentrates on the origin and the driving force \( -\Delta G \) (see Fig. 1) of phase transitions. As the phase transition kinetics focuses on the evolution of a system from an unstable or metastable state to another lower-energy metastable state or the energetically most favorable equilibrium state, it studies the mechanisms and rates of transitions as well as the factors that influence them. There has been intense research interest on the phase transition kinetics over the past few decades, as the underlying physical processes are of great fundamental and technological importance. Problems in this field arise from diverse disciplines such as physics, chemistry, metallurgy, materials science, and biology.

One may think that the magnitude of the thermodynamic driving force has something to do with the phase transition kinetics: the larger the driving force, the larger the rate of transition. In fact, this is incorrect. The orange line in Fig. 1 schematically shows the free energy of a system as a function of a reaction coordinate. During the phase transition, the system proceeds from higher to lower energies, but has to overcome an energy barrier. It becomes immediately clear that the driving force by itself does not provide the full kinetic description; for two cases with the same thermodynamic driving force, the kinetic barriers can be quite different (orange vs blue curves in Fig. 1). There is no apparent connection between \( -\Delta G \) and \( \Delta G^* \). The situation here is analogous to the idea of catalysts. A catalyst does not impact the relative stability of the initial and final states, but only changes the barrier that the reaction has to overcome.

In fact, many existing materials are in a metastable rather than stable state; the central reason why they do not transform is due to the presence of the barrier. Despite the existence of a thermodynamic driving force for transitions to the most stable state, it may take extremely long time to reach thermodynamic equilibrium if the barrier is sufficiently large. The coupling of thermodynamics to kinetics is one of the most exciting areas of phase transitions, and may be considered as the "holy grail" of materials science. No generally valid approach has been formulated so far.

### 2. Stages of phase transitions

Phase transition kinetics consists of three stages: nucleation, growth, and impingement, which are generally overlapping upon transition. Phase transitions are extremely slow at the exact critical temperature or pressure for transition, because the free energies of the parent and product phases are equal, i.e., the lack of thermodynamic driving force. Measurable rates become pronounced when changing external conditions to a certain degree away from the equilibrium. According to the conventional view of homogeneous nucleation, the formation of the product phase is caused by thermal fluctuations, which bring the atoms to new positions corresponding to the product phase. A large number of such fluctuations are unstable, since they are below a critical size and cause a net increase in free energy. Such an unstable minute region of product phase is known as an "embryo" of the product phase. The process of formation of the nuclei is known as nucleation.

Homogeneous nucleation takes place when all volume elements of the parent phase are chemically, energetically, and structurally identical. Since most of the solids contain defects, perfectly homogeneous nucleation almost never occurs. Instead, preferred nonrandom nucleation takes place at defect centers, referred to as heterogeneous nucleation. Theoretically, heterogeneous nucleation can be treated as an extension of the theory of homogeneous nucleation. If defects are randomly distributed and are in sufficiently large numbers compared to that of critical-sized nuclei, the classical view is that the only modification will be in the interface free energy. However, in this picture, the complicated atomistic processes are not considered, which may actually play a profound role here.

Phase transformations proceed toward completion by the growth or propagation of the critical-sized nuclei of the product phase. The growth of nuclei requires transfer of atoms from the material in the interface onto these nuclei of the product phase. This process causes net free energy decrease, and is almost spontaneous, as the barrier to growth is usually small.

As the product phase grows inside the matrix, the growth continues until the product phase impinges on a growth barrier such as pre-existing domains and defects. Then the impingement occurs: new nuclei cannot develop at locations occupied by growing product phase domains; growth of product phase domains cannot extend to locations occupied by other product phase domains and/or can be influenced by the surrounding matrix via growing neighboring product phase domains.

### 3. Classification of phase transitions

Based on the relation between the thermodynamic quantity exhibiting discontinuity and the Gibbs free-energy function, proposed by Ehrenfest, a transition is of the same order as the derivative of the Gibbs free energy that shows a discontinuous change at the transition. For a first-order transition, the free energy of the system remains continuous, but thermodynamic quantities like entropy and volume undergo discontinuous changes. Thus, first-order transitions are characterized by latent heat, volume change, and hysteresis effects. The presence of hysteresis is associated with the activation energy barrier \( \Delta G^* \) illustrated in Fig. 1, which is, however, not present in a second-order transition.

By the extent of atomic displacements, phase transition can be classified into diffusional and diffusionless transitions, which is distinguished by the presence or lack of long-range diffusion.
and eutectoid reactions are typical diffusional transitions in solids. Technologically important martensitic transitions fall into the diffusionless category. Martensitic transitions correspond to a homogeneous deformation that may be different in small adjacent domains. It also generates an invariant planar strain, through which the parent and product phases are related by a substantial lattice correspondence, a habit plane, and a precise orientation relationship.

B. Defects

In crystalline materials, any interruption in the periodic atomic arrangement of a crystalline solid is referred to as a "defect." However, contrary to the "negative" meaning the term itself may suggest, defects can also play a profoundly positive role in the design of modern materials, as their presence can significantly improve the materials properties. When using dimensionality as a criterion, defects can be categorized into zero-dimensional (e.g., point defects), one-dimensional (e.g., dislocations), two-dimensional (e.g., grain boundaries, stacking faults, surfaces, and phase boundaries), and three-dimensional (e.g., precipitates). Through decades of research, the intimate relationship of different defects in their behavior and effects on the material has been well-established. Here, we briefly recapitulate each type of defect. For precipitates, the dominant effect stems from the matrix/precipitate interfaces, which are, in fact, planar defects themselves. Hence, we do not discuss precipitates separately, but focus on their interfaces to the matrix.

1. Point defects

Crystals have well-defined atomic structures, i.e., all the atoms in a perfect crystal are at specific lattice sites (plus thermal vibrations). When an atom moves away from its ought-to-be site, an intrinsic point defect is created. There are usually three types of intrinsic defects: interstitials, vacancies, and antisites. For instance, as shown in Fig. 2, B_i denotes an interstitial of atom type B, V_A means a vacancy at a site of atom A, and A_B is an antisite defect with an atom A “mistakenly” sitting on the B site.

Extrinsic point defects are, on the contrary, created by impurity atoms introduced in a crystal. Two different types of sites can be taken by foreign atoms: either substitute atoms of the host lattice (e.g., C_A in Fig. 2) or occupy interstitial spaces (e.g., C_i in Fig. 2). These scenarios constitute the basic simple point defects in a material. However, in reality these simple point defects may also bind together, forming energetically favorable defect complexes; as a result, the number of possible combinations and configurations is huge.

2. Line defects

The concept of dislocations was first introduced to explain the large discrepancy between experimentally measured strength and its theoretical value. That is, when the crystal is deformed, atomic planes do not slip over each other as rigid bodies, but instead slip starts at a localized region and then spreads gradually over the remainder of the plane. The slip plane can be, therefore, divided into two regions: one where slip has occurred and the other which remains unaltered. The line defect that marks the boundary between these two regions is referred to as a dislocation line or dislocation.

Similar to point defects, dislocations also distort the regular atomic array of a perfect crystal in their vicinity. As shown in Fig. 3, a dislocation is characterized by the Burgers vector, b, which measures the distortion associated with the defect, and the unit line vector, t, that points along the local orientation of the dislocation.

There are three generic dislocation types identified: (i) edge dislocations with b normal to t, (ii) screw dislocation with b parallel to t, and (iii) mixed dislocations which combine characteristics of edge and screw dislocations. Dislocations are important for the plastic deformation of materials. Nevertheless, they are not favored by thermodynamics, as in (meta)stable materials the formation of a defect usually costs energy. The enthalpy of formation of the dislocation is not compensated by the change in configurational entropy associated with the dislocation. However, this may be a bless for its role in phase transformations, which has been discovered in recent years. The strain field induced by a dislocation might create energetically favorable regions for solute atoms, which may trigger changes in the local chemical composition around the dislocation; a different phase (than the parent one) that is thermodynamically unstable in bulk may become locally metastable.

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of intrinsic and extrinsic point defects in a binary compound AB within a square lattice. C denotes an impurity.

FIG. 3. Schematic showing different types of dislocations. b is the Burgers vector, and t is a unit vector along the slip direction.
3. Planar defects

Compared to crystallographic line defects, a planar defect is a discontinuity of the perfect crystal structure across a plane, which includes grain boundaries, phase boundaries, stacking faults, surfaces, and other types of interfaces.

A grain boundary is an interface between two grains of the same crystalline phase that have different spatial orientations. The atoms in the grain boundary (of thickness on the order of only 2–4 atomic distances) are generally not in perfect crystalline arrangement. The grain structure is formed when growing grains collide and thus form the grain boundaries. Depending on the misorientation angle ($\phi$) between the grains on both sides of the boundary, grain boundaries can, in general, be categorized into either large-angle ($\phi > 15^\circ$) or small-angle ($\phi < 15^\circ$) grain boundaries. In the latter case, the deviation of the crystal orientation often arises from several superimposed dislocations, changing the lattice orientation by only a few degrees ($\phi < 15^\circ$). A special type of grain boundary is twin boundaries, in which the crystals on either side of a plane are mirror images of each other. The boundary between the twinned crystals is a single plane of atoms. There is no region of disorder as in normal grain boundaries and the boundary atoms can be viewed as belonging to the crystal structures of both twins. As a result, a twin grain boundary has a high symmetry and thus low energy.

Crystallographically, a phase is a region with a uniform crystal structure and chemical composition. Thus, a phase boundary spatially separates two regions with different crystal structures and/or chemical compositions, which is also called a heterophase interface. Depending on how the structures of the different phases merge, a distinction is made between coherent, semicoherent or incoherent phase boundaries (see Fig. 4). At a coherent phase boundary, the interface atoms of the two structures align almost perfectly without any gaps. This is usually the case if the two phases have comparable or commensurate lattice compositions, which is also called a heterophase interface. Depending on how the structures of the different phases merge, a distinction is made between coherent, semicoherent or incoherent phase boundaries (see Fig. 4). At a coherent phase boundary, the interface atoms of the two structures align almost perfectly without any gaps. This is usually the case if the two phases have comparable or commensurate lattice constants. If the phases differ somewhat in their lattices, ordered stacking may be arranged between the twinned crystals to an order of only 2-4 atomic distances. In reality, crystals are finite in size and terminate at free surfaces with different orientations [Fig. 6(a)]. Free surfaces of materials are defects in the sense that the periodic repetition of the structural units of a crystal is terminated. Such surfaces may be entirely clean, i.e., consisting of the same atom types as the bulk material, or they may also contain other elements or adsorbates. In either case, atoms at the surface have a different (usually lower) coordination than bulk atoms which in most cases leads to an increase in free energy. Therefore, the arrangement of atoms in the outer few atomic layers often differs from that in the bulk material. That is to say, in order to minimize the energy, atoms in the surface may relax by small displacements with respect to the translationally symmetric positions of the bulk atoms [Fig. 6(b)], or rearrange to form distinctive structures by reconstructive displacements with a different in-plane symmetry than the bulk [Fig. 6(c)].

C. Relevance of defects for phase transition kinetics

We discussed phase transition kinetics and defects separately in Secs. II A and II B, which are useful to illustrate the basic concepts and underlying physical ideas. However, realistic phase transitions happen in the presence of defects, or, in a more general picture, it is the phases and defects of different types that constitute a material.

As schematically depicted in Fig. 7, real materials exhibit complex microstructures. Colin Humphreys, a renowned materials scientist at the University of Cambridge, once said: "Crystals are like people, it is the defects in them which tend to make them interesting." Indeed, crystal phases contain and are surrounded by different defects, and the thermodynamics and kinetics of phase transitions are certainly affected by the defects. What makes it particularly interesting is that the impact of defects on phase transition kinetics and ultimately on the mechanical or electronic performance of materials is not always negative. Sometimes, defects play a positive and beneficial role. In some extreme cases, certain stages of phase transitions, such as nucleation, are even unlikely to occur without the presence of defects.

Hence, in this review, we introduce the concept of defect-characterized phase transition kinetics, which highlights the importance of defects for phase transition kinetics, discusses the specific roles that defects may possibly play in various types of phase transitions, and hopefully may also inspire effective pathways to manipulate phase transition kinetics via defect engineering.
but in this section, we shall focus on representative and commonly
experimental techniques for studying phase transition kinetics here,
is not our goal to exhaustively discuss all of the existing theoretical and
changes, which allow us to understand the phase transition kinetics. It
characterized phase transition kinetics of both types.

III. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES

Phase transitions in solids are always accompanied by various
changes in their properties, and different theoretical and experimental
techniques have been developed and employed to characterize these
changes, which allow us to understand the phase transition kinetics. It
is not our goal to exhaustively discuss all of the existing theoretical and
experimental techniques for studying phase transition kinetics here, but
in this section, we shall focus on representative and commonly
used techniques, especially, the ones that are involved in the selected
examples discussed later in the article.

A. Theoretical techniques

1. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

Molecular dynamics (MD) is commonly used to simulate the
dynamical evolution of atoms within a given thermodynamic ensemble,
such as the microcanonical (NVE), the canonical (NVT), and
isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble. It is based on Newton’s law of
motion, assuming that the atoms are rigid spheres that interact with
each other as classical particles in a microcanonical ensemble. To real-
ize other ensembles in MD simulations, temperature and pressure
have to be artificially controlled using thermostats and baro-
stats, correspondingly. Since MD simulations could enable an
examination of the structural evolution of a system, we can simulate
stable or metastable phases at given temperature and pressure, and the
phase transition kinetics triggered by varying the temperature or
pressure.

In practice, the first step is to build an atomistic model of the
material and set up the corresponding simulation cell that contains the
explicit atomic configuration and can, therefore, also incorporate dif-
ferent types of defects and different defect densities. For an MD simu-
lation at constant temperature, the velocities of the atoms are usually
initialized according to the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution.

Starting from the initial set of positions and velocities, the system is
evolved in time by integrating Newton’s equations of motion for each
atom, where the required forces are given by the derivative of the inter-
action potential between the atoms (for example, empirical potentials
or first-principles calculations). As the simulation proceeds, the system
will gradually explore the phase space and eventually approach ther-
odynamic equilibrium. From the simulation trajectory, thermody-
namic and kinetic properties can be extracted.

To achieve reliable results, accurate interatomic interactions are
key, as the structural dynamics is entirely determined by the interatomic
interactions. The interatomic interactions are oftentimes constructed
empirically, as rigorously deriving interatomic potentials is difficult.
Interatomic potentials are parametrized with empirical pair-wise or
many-body functions and the unknown parameters are obtained by fit-
ing experimentally measured (or first-principles computed) properties
of the corresponding materials. Famous examples include the
Lennard–Jones (LJ), Stillinger–Weber (SW), and embedded
atom method (EAM) potentials. These potentials enable efficient sim-
ulations, but oftentimes suffer from low accuracy for multicomponent
systems or systems with mixed bonding types and poor transferability,
i.e., each potential works well only for specific properties.

Alternatively, the interatomic interactions can be fully computed
from first principles, which is referred to as ab initio MD
(AIMD). AIMD simulations are much more accurate, but at the same
time also computationally much more demanding; as a result,
the time and length scales that can be reached are very limited. As an
intermediate solution, it has become increasingly popular to develop
machine-learning potentials (see, e.g.,Refs. and for reviews) that
allow to accurately fit first-principles energy and force datasets.
There are two advantages with this approach: (i) it is not limited to a specific
functional form, and (ii) the accuracy of the potentials is comparable
to first-principles calculations at lower computational cost. A

FIG. 5. Schematic illustration of a stacking fault in an fcc crystal: (a) pristine mate-
rial and (b) stacking fault. The atoms are colored by distinct layers. Different stack-
ing sequences are given. The dashed box highlights the region of the stacking fault.

FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of (a) a nanoparticle with different surfaces, (b) a sur-
face relaxation with minor atomic displacements (side view), and (c) a surface
reconstruction with qualitatively changed symmetry (side view).
disadvantage is, however, that machine-learning potentials are generally not transferable and need to be refit for any new phase to be studied. It also becomes increasingly difficult to fit machine-learning potentials for multicomponent systems with a large number of atomic species, not only because of the increasing complexity of the model, but also because creating suitable training data to fit the machine-learning model becomes intractable.

Different phases are usually energetically preferred at different temperatures as determined by their Gibbs free energies. Between each two phases, there is a critical temperature at which the Gibbs free energies of the two phases are identical; below or above this temperature structural or magnetic transition from one phase to the other is expected. To simulate the phase transition kinetics using MD, one may start from the energetically less favorable phase and perform MD simulations at a temperature higher (or lower) than the critical temperature. With such a setup, one may observe the kinetic process of the phase transition. Similar is also true for pressure-induced phase transitions.

However, it is not guaranteed that one can always observe the phase transition in MD simulations, because the phase transition kinetics is affected by the transformation barrier, as discussed in Sec. II A 1. If the barrier is very large, the simulation may have to be run at very high (possibly unrealistic) temperatures in order to kinetically cross the barrier. Or, worst-case scenario, it might even not be possible to observe the phase transition within the limited timescale of MD. As the typical MD time step is on the order of femtoseconds, reaching a microsecond timescale is already very difficult. In order to overcome this limitation, there are a number of advanced MD techniques that have been developed, such as accelerated MD, metadynamics, adiabatic free energy dynamics, or path sampling techniques. Furthermore, kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) is also a powerful alternative that can help to overcome the timescale issue, which will be discussed in Sec. III A 3.

2. Nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations

A central aim of studies of phase transition kinetics is to identify the phase transition pathway and associated kinetic barriers. This is, however, a non-trivial task and oftentimes challenging. The basic information we know is the atomic structures of the parent (initial) and product (final) phases, which are usually two local minima on the potential energy surfaces [see Fig. 8(a)]. Based on first-principles or empirical-potential calculations, one can further extract information about the first and second derivatives of the potential energy surfaces. Also, phase transitions tend to follow the energetically most favorable pathway, which is commonly referred to as the minimum-energy path (MEP). The MEP provides direct insights into the transformation barriers at the ground state (T = 0 K) and intuitively shows how the transition happens at the atomic scale. Then, the key question is how to make use of the above information to identify a proper reaction coordinate and the MEP. This challenging task can be addressed by nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations, which have been one of the most popular methods for finding saddle points and the MEPs of reactions, diffusion processes, or phase transitions, as it is physically intuitive and computationally very efficient. Here, we describe the basic idea and formalism of the NEB method.

The MEP links the initial and final phases on the potential energy surface [Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)] and has the feature that any point on the path is at an energy minimum in all directions perpendicular to the path. Hence, the MEP can also be defined as the union of steepest descent paths from the saddle point(s) to the minima. To transform the initial phase to the final phase, one or more saddle points need to be crossed [Fig. 8(b)], which creates also an energy barrier [shown as ΔE in Fig. 8(c)] for the transition.

The first step to calculate the MEP is to set up an initial path. Specifically, one needs to identify a consistent lattice correspondence between the initial and final states. For simple diffusion events with atomic hops, this is very straightforward. A linear interpolation between the initial and final coordinates of the hopping atom is already suitable. However, for phase transitions between two different crystal structures with all of the atoms moving simultaneously, the identification of the lattice correspondence can be arbitrarily complicated. Usually, one needs to carefully investigate the orientation relationships between the initial and final phases to construct a consistent unit cell with an identical number of atoms that can naturally evolve between the initial and final phases. The lattice mapping can then be formulated as a function of the coordinates of all atoms in the unit cell.

As schematically depicted in Fig. 8(a), a set of images (copies of the system with atomic configurations connecting the initial and final
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FIG. 7. Schematic microstructure of a material, showing the presence of different defects.
phases) is introduced to describe a transition pathway in the NEB approach. Between each two adjacent images, a spring is used to ensure that the images mostly relax on the hyperplane perpendicular to the path. Starting from an initially specified path, e.g., a linearly interpolated one, the forces on image $i$ are evaluated and the NEB forces ($F_{\text{NEB}}^i$) consist of two independent components [Fig. 8(a)],

$$F_{\text{NEB}}^i = F_i^\perp + F_i^{\parallel},$$

where $F_i^\perp$ is the force component due to the potential perpendicular to the band, and $F_i^{\parallel}$ is the spring force parallel to the band.

Using the above scheme, the MEP can be calculated iteratively by constrained structural relaxations of all involved images based on energetics and forces obtained from first principles or empirical potentials. To improve the efficiency in converging the transition-state configuration, a so-called climbing-image NEB (CI-NEB) has been developed. In this improved scheme, the highest energy image feels no spring forces and climbs to the saddle via a reflection of the force along the tangent of the path.

The standard NEB (including CI-NEB) approach does not allow to vary the shape and lattice constants of the simulation cell, which is fine for atomic diffusion or phase transitions with simple atomic shuffle. However, for realistic solid–solid transformations, the process involves more degrees of freedom, and the lattice constants and cell shape are usually quite different, even if it is possible to identify a consistent lattice correspondence. In general, there are two types of variables during the phase transition, i.e., those describing atomic motion and those describing the geometry of the periodic cell. Hence, the so-called generalized solid-state NEB (SSNEB) approach was developed to allow also changes in the geometry of the simulation cell, which can be coupled with atomic motion considered in "normal" NEB.

Since the MEP is calculated at $T = 0$ K, temperature-induced entropies are not included. At finite temperatures, the relative phase stabilities and the energy barrier of the transition might be different. Hence, the MEP might not correctly capture the mechanism of phase transitions at elevated temperatures. Nevertheless, in many material systems, the MEP already yields qualitative or even quantitative insights into the phase transition pathways and energy barriers, which are extremely helpful for understanding the mechanisms and kinetics of phase transitions. In cases where temperature-induced effects are crucial, one can compute the minimum free-energy path (MFEP) that takes into account lattice vibrations and electronic excitations at finite temperatures (see, e.g., Ref. 115).

### 3. Kinetic Monte Carlo

As discussed in Sec. III A 1, the time scales accessible in classical MD simulations can be insufficient to capture phase transformations, in particular, if the corresponding atomistic mechanisms are associated with sizeable energy barriers. NEB, on the other hand, can be used to explore energy barriers but does not provide any dynamical information. In KMC, the dynamics are coarse-grained to represent the transition between different metastable states (local minima on the energy landscape) of the system and can, therefore, be observed on extended time scales.

An illustrative example is interstitial diffusion where atoms move between different interstitial sites of the host lattice. While the small time step in MD simulations captures the fast atomic vibrations, every KMC step moves the diffusing atom from one interstitial site to the next. Each transition process is associated with a microscopic rate constant, which also accounts for the averaged short-time dynamics (the vibrations in this case) within each state. Consequently, a KMC
simulation yields a stochastic trajectory of the state-to-state dynamics. The processes between metastable system states are not restricted to single-atom motion, but can also comprise complex multi-atom rearrangements within the system.

The key ingredients in a KMC model are (i) the definition of the state space (i.e., the metastable states), (ii) the processes connecting different states, and (iii) the rate constants for these processes. In each KMC step, all possible processes for the escape from the current state are determined together with the corresponding rate constants. The system is then advanced to the next state by randomly picking one of the processes \( p \) weighted by their rate constants, with

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{p-1} k_i \leq \rho_1 k_{\text{tot}} < \sum_{i=0}^{p} k_i, \tag{2}
\]

where \( k_{\text{tot}} \) is the sum overall rate constants and \( \rho_1 \) is a uniform random number \( \in [0, 1] \). The time for this Poisson process is correspondingly updated with \( \Delta t = -\ln (\rho_2)/k_{\text{tot}} \), where \( \rho_2 \) is a second uniform random number.

There are two distinct scenarios when setting up a KMC model depending on whether or not the state space and corresponding processes are known \textit{a priori}. For instance, in the case of interstitial diffusion, the metastable states correspond to configurations where the moving atoms reside in any of the interstitial sites and the processes are single-atom hops between the interstitial sites. Here, the state space can be mapped onto a lattice and the rate constants for the processes can be computed in advance and tabulated. In condensed phase systems, harmonic transition-state theory (hTST)\cite{115} is often a good approximation to the rate constants with \( k_i = \nu_i \exp (-\Delta E_i/k_B T) \), where \( \nu_i \) is the attempt frequency that, within hTST, can be obtained from the vibrational frequencies in the metastable state and at the transition state, \( \Delta E_i \) is the energy barrier of the process and \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant. The energy barriers can, for example, be computed with NEB (Sec. III A 2) based on accurate first-principles calculations (depending on the complexity of the system).

Such a lattice model is computationally fairly cheap, but will fail if not all the important processes are included in the model. Complex rearrangements of entire groups of atoms, for example, within the interface of a moving phase boundary, are usually not easily mapped onto a lattice model. Approaches, such as adaptive KMC (AKMC)\cite{116,117} or kinetic activation relaxation technique (kART),\cite{118,119} explore the space state and transition processes on-the-fly without requiring any prior knowledge. Starting from a configuration within a metastable state, the surrounding energy landscape is explored to find adjacent local minima and the connecting processes as well as their respective energy barriers. This can be done, for example, the (solid-state) dimer method\cite{120,121} or a combination of high-temperature MD and quenching to discover new states\cite{122} followed by NEB to determine the barrier. AKMC is extremely flexible but computationally very demanding as in every KMC step, a large number of searches have to be performed in the full \( 3N \) dimensional configuration space for a system with \( N \) atoms. It is, thus, limited to moderate system sizes and usually used in combination with empirical potentials.

### 4. Phase-field simulations

During the transition from one phase to another, an interface is formed between the two regions. While atomistic simulations have provided many important insights into the structural evolution of the interface, it can sometimes be very challenging to simulate the complex microstructure evolution with different new phases and interfaces formed, as well as the complicated atomic diffusion at/across interfaces at relatively large length and time scales. In this case, mesoscale phase-field simulations provide a more suitable alternative.

The central idea of phase-field simulations is to employ an order parameter (phase-field variable) as a function of position and time to replace the complicated interface structure.\cite{123} The dynamical structural evolution is determined by minimization of the total free energy of the system, which is a function of the order parameter. While the exact atomic structure of the interface is lacking, the simplified description of the microstructure allows to reach much larger simulation sizes and longer simulation times.

There are primarily two types of phase-field models, which differ in the choice of the phase-field variable. The first type of models is based on the microscopic theory formulated by Khachaturyan,\cite{124} and further developed by Chen\cite{125} and Wang.\cite{126} This model employs microscopic parameters such as the local composition or long-range order parameter to construct the phase-field variable. Hence, the first type of model is particularly suited for solid–solid phase transitions that involve symmetry changes and has been widely used to study, e.g., martensitic transformation,\cite{127,128,129,130} precipitation,\cite{131,132} and ferroelectric\cite{133,134} or magnetic\cite{135} domain evolution.

The second type of phase-field models introduces a phenomenological variable termed also phase field to avoid explicit tracking of the interface. This approach has been widely used in simulating solidification-related processes, such as dendrite growth and eutectic solidification coupled with solute segregation.\cite{136,137,138} Based on the original idea, a number of variants of the model have been developed by different groups.\cite{138,139,140,141} For instance, Steinbach \textit{et al.}\cite{142,143,144} extended the dual-phase boundary to multiphase scenarios by considering all pairs of phases. The total free-energy functional is expressed by a series of all possible pair energies and the phase evolution is simulated by minimizing the total free energy.

The phase-field method is capable of simulating complicated microstructure evolution but, as mentioned above, detailed atomistic information of the interface is lacking. There also exists an intermediate method between phase field and MD simulations, that is, phase-field crystal.\cite{145,146} The phase-field crystal is based on classical density functional theory, and it employs a local time-averaged numerical density field instead of a spatial average as the continuous field, which allows to capture the lattice periodicity. Hence, this method combines the advantages of atomistic simulations and traditional phase field but is numerically faster because of the coarse-graining, thus allowing to reach much longer time scales. The phase-field crystal approach has been successfully utilized in simulating different processes and phenomena, such as grain-boundary premelting,\cite{147,148} eutectic solidification,\cite{149,150} epitaxial growth,\cite{151,152} and phase separation.\cite{153,154}

#### B. Experimental techniques

1. X-ray diffraction (XRD)

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is one of the most commonly used tools in solid-state physics and chemistry, for delineating information of crystalline materials on phases, structures, textures, and different
structural parameters. It can therefore be used to detect phase transitions, as well as providing an access to defect densities and grain sizes.

XRD depends on the fact that the wavelengths of typical x rays are on the order of atomic dimensions (i.e., ~1 Å). XRD peaks on a detector are designed by the constructive interposition of a monochromatic beam of x rays scattered at different angles from each family of lattice planes in a specimen, being separated by a distance $d_{hkl}$. If the angle of incidence is $\theta$, then the difference in the path lengths of the two beams striking and reflecting from the two $(hkl)$ planes must be a multiple of the wavelength $\lambda$, if diffraction is to occur, i.e.,

$$n\lambda = 2d_{hkl}\sin \theta,$$

which is also referred to as Bragg’s law.\textsuperscript{156,157} It is a simpler mathematical treatment to avoid some unnecessary complexities in the more accurate Laue equations.\textsuperscript{158}

XRD can be performed both \textit{ex situ} or \textit{in situ}, for both cases we may extract useful information regarding the phase evolution during transformation. With \textit{ex situ} XRD, one may quench the sample that undergoes phase transition to freeze the atomic structure of the phase at a certain degree of transformation, and XRD allows to probe the structural information at this particular stage of transformation. While doing this at different times during the phase transition, “snapshots” of the structural phase evolution can be extracted, which allows to profile the phase transition kinetics.

In contrast, \textit{in situ} XRD enables direct characterization of the phase transition kinetics in a real-time and on-site fashion. Since an \textit{in situ} XRD measurement records the peak evolution with time, kinetics of the related phase transformation can be readily derived by the well-established Rietveld method.\textsuperscript{159} In this case, one does not need to quench the experimental sample, which is a significant advantage, since quenching itself does not always guarantee that the atomic structure after quenching is still the same as the one at finite temperatures and at the targeted degree of transformation. There is also another term that is similar to \textit{in situ}, i.e., \textit{operando}, which means that the experiments (e.g., XRD) are not only performed real-time and on-site, but are also directly under realistic operation conditions (or at least conditions that could mimic the actual operation ones). \textit{Operando} experimental characteristics have been commonly used in electrochemistry.\textsuperscript{160}

2. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

In transmission electron microscopy (TEM), typically a thin sample with a thickness less than 200 nm is illuminated by parallel beams of single-energy electrons. The incident beam has enough energy for the electrons to be transmitted through the sample, either being unaffected or scattered. The emergent electron signal can then be observed by a few common techniques.\textsuperscript{161}

(i) Transmission electron diffraction: The scattering events in TEM are, in fact, very similar to the ones in the XRD method, hence Bragg’s law applies here as well. Nevertheless, discrete spots are obtained through manipulating the magnetic lenses inside the TEM. Such diffraction patterns help to determine the crystallographic structure of a material.

(ii) Amplitude-contrast imaging: Amplitude contrast results from variations in mass-thickness; the mass-thickness variation can produce contrast because when the electron interacts with either heavier elements or thick parts of the specimen, it encounters more atoms (equivalently more mass). In addition, diffraction can vary locally because the crystal is not perfect. Therefore, this imaging technique yields information about the chemistry and defects in a material.

(iii) Phase-contrast imaging: scattered electron waves exiting from the thin specimen differ in their phase. The contrast in such images is very sensitive to small changes in the thickness, orientation, or scattering factor of the specimen, as well as variations in the focus or astigmatism of the objective lens. This sensitivity is the basic principle to form images of microstructure at the atomic scale, i.e., high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) imaging. HRTEM images provide information about the microstructure and defects at an atomic resolution.

With scanning TEM (STEM), the electron beams are highly focused to form a probe to raster-scan across the material. Various types of scattering are then collected from different geometric positions with respect to the specimen. The transmitted electrons at high scattering angles can be collected to form high-resolution, chemically sensitive, atomic-number contrast images. The x rays generated can be collected using an energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector and used to form high-spatial-resolution compositional maps. Electron energy losses can be detected using an energy image filter to map the compositional and electronic properties of materials.

Observations of dynamical processes, like in the XRD measurements, can also be performed in TEM or STEM. Moreover, \textit{in situ} TEM or STEM bear the benefit that the involved evolution of the crystal structure and defects during a phase transformation can be directly visualized in real time.

3. Video microscopy

Direct observations of the nucleation process of the solid-state (diffusional or diffusionless) phase transitions down to single-atom scale are hard to achieve in the practical materials. In order to address this challenge, nucleation processes of the solid-state transitions in colloidal crystals, a model thermodynamic system composed of micrometer-sized colloidal particles, can be directly visualized with single-particle resolution using video microscopy.\textsuperscript{162}

Video microscopy has already provided many general insights into phase transitions, including the dynamics of crystallization/melting and glass formation.\textsuperscript{163–166} Few studies, however, have probed solid-state phase transitions, especially rare on its kinetics.\textsuperscript{167–169} The recent advances of the high-quality large crystalline domains and of the local heating technique\textsuperscript{170,171} made it possible to employ video microscopy to study nearly homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation at a desired type of defect during the diffusive and martensitic transitions between square $(\square)$ and triangular $(\Delta)$ lattices.

In such video-microscopy studies, temperature-sensitive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (NIPA) microgel colloidal spheres are employed to make the volume fraction tunable, as their effective diameters change linearly with temperature. The NIPA spheres are little charged with short-range steric repulsions and exhibit almost the same phase behavior as hard spheres. They may form fcc crystals in three dimensions or triangular lattices in two dimensions. To obtain the multiple crystalline phases needed for probing solid-state transitions, the colloidal spheres are confined between two glass walls. Such samples are well known to
exhibit a cascade of crystalline phases while increasing the wall separation: 1 $\Delta$, 2 $\Box$, 2 $\Delta$, 3 $\Box$, and 3 $\Delta$, etc. Here, 1 $\Delta$ denotes a monolayer triangular lattice; 2 $\Box$ refers to a two-layer square lattice.

The equilibrium state of these samples is controlled by two thermodynamic variables: the ratio of wall separation to particle diameter and the particle volume fraction. If temperature is varied quasi-statically, then such systems evolve along an angled trajectory in the phase diagram. To study the phase transition kinetics, temperature is varied suddenly to produce a superheated metastable $\Box$-lattice, and then one can monitor its evolution toward the equilibrium $\Delta$-lattice at a constant temperature. To prevent invasion from preexisting $\Delta$-domains, a local heating technique is developed whereby a beam of light passing through the microscope objective lens locally heats the interior of a $\Box$-crystalline domain. The particle motions are recorded with a charged-coupled device camera at 10 frames s$^{-1}$. Particle positions are tracked using standard image analysis. The Lindemann parameter, based on the local coordinates of neighboring particles, is used to characterize the system because the volume fraction is ambiguous for soft spheres.

4. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

Many studies of phase transitions involve measurements of properties as a function of temperature, which oftentimes employ the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). DSC is a thermoanalytical technique for measuring the energy necessary to establish a nearly zero temperature difference between a sample and an inert reference, as the sample and reference are maintained at nearly the same temperature in an environment heated or cooled at a controlled rate.

DSC measures the temperature and heat flows associated with transitions in materials as a function of time and temperature. Such measurements provide qualitative and quantitative information of phase transitions, including thermodynamic variables like transition temperatures and latent heat, and kinetic factors such as degree of transition ($f$), effective activation energy, and the growth exponent. The transition temperature and latent heat can be determined directly from the DSC curves by tangential and peak area integration methods, respectively.

The degree of phase transition $f$ can be obtained from the DSC signal, recorded upon isochronal annealing as a function of temperature as follows.\cite{footnote1} Before phase transition, heat is absorbed upon heating in accordance with the heat capacity of the initial phase. During the phase transition extra latent heat is taken up or released. After completing the phase transition, heat is absorbed upon further heating in accordance with the heat capacity of the final phase. By extrapolating the heat capacities of the untransformed and fully transformed specimens to the temperature range where the transition occurs, it is possible to determine the degree of transition.

The extrapolation of the measured heat absorption rates can be made from either side of the DSC peak associated with the phase transition. After subtracting the baseline from the recorded signal, one obtains the released/absorbed heat rate due to the transition alone. The determination of $f$ as a function of temperature or time is then straightforward, where the effective activation energy and the growth exponent can be obtained by fitting to the classical Avrami equation of phase transition kinetics,\cite{footnote2,footnote3}

$$f(t) = 1 - \exp(-kt)^n,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $t$ is time, $k$ is a temperature-dependent rate constant, and $n$ is the growth exponent that depends on the geometry of the transformation. The kinetic rate constant $k$ can be further related to the activation energy ($E_a$) by

$$\ln k = -\frac{E_a}{RT} + \ln k_0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $R$ is the ideal gas constant, $T$ is absolute temperature, and $k_0$ is a material-specific constant.

IV. PROGRESS IN DEFECT-CHARACTERIZED PHASE TRANSITION KINETICS

In this section, we use representative examples to illustrate the recent progress in understanding defect-characterized phase transition kinetics. We cover different types of defects including point defects, dislocations, grain boundaries, stacking faults, surfaces, and interfaces, and discuss how their presence may influence the phase transition kinetics.

A. Point defects

During a martensitic transformation, the host lattice transitions from one type of crystal structure to another in a diffusionless manner, which has been investigated thoroughly by both theory and experiment. However, attention has been seldom paid to the behavior of point defects during the martensitic transformation. As we will show in the following with selected examples, point defects may play a critical role in the phase transition kinetics, which ultimately impacts the product phase and its properties.

1. Interstitials

A prototypical example is the fcc $\rightarrow$ body-centered tetragonal (bct) martensitic phase transition in the Fe–C system, which is critical to improving the strength of steels. Figure 9(a) shows the lattice correspondence between austenite (fcc) and martensite (bct). Carbon atoms are incorporated as interstitials in both austenite and martensite. There is only one type of octahedral interstitial sites for C to occupy in fcc austenite, but there are three octahedral interstitial sublattices available for C in bct martensite associated with three principal directions for tetragonal distortion. During the fcc $\rightarrow$ bct transition of the Fe host lattice, the C atoms in fcc austenite need to be redistributed into three octahedral interstitial sublattices. With conventional transformation paths such as the Bain path\cite{footnote4} and Kurdjumov–Sachs (KS)\cite{footnote5} or Nishiyama–Wassermann (NW)\cite{footnote6} path, the octahedral interstitial sites in austenite naturally correspond to one particular octahedral interstitial sublattice in martensite. In this case, the Fe–C martensite undergoes a tetragonal distortion with the c/a ratio linearly dependent on the C concentration. This was indeed confirmed by various experimental data for tempered Fe–C martensite\cite{footnote7}, as shown by the squares and black dashed line in Fig. 9(b).

However, in the freshly formed martensite, it was found that the c/a ratio is substantially lower than the expected values [see blue circles and line Fig. 9(b)]; detailed neutron diffraction analyses revealed that only 80% of the C atoms are sitting on the same octahedral interstitial sublattice,\cite{footnote8} which could not be explained by the conventional transformation mechanisms. To address this discrepancy, Zhang et al.\cite{footnote9} proposed a new two-step transformation path: austenite first...
transitions to a metastable intermediate structure (MIS), and then MIS transforms to martensite. For this new transformation path, the octahedral interstitial sites no longer always correspond to a single octahedral sublattice in martensite [see Fig. 9(a)]. Instead, there are three scenarios for the redistribution of C atoms: S1, S2, and S3.

Using SSNEB calculations, Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{178} investigated the MEPs for the three scenarios. For the austenite $\rightarrow$ MIS transition, the interstitial C atom at the octahedral site in austenite only displaces slightly, following the rearrangement of the Fe lattice. This is also the case for the first two scenarios (S1 and S2) during the MIS to martensite transition [Figs. 9(c) and 9(d)], leading to C redistribution into a particular octahedral interstitial sublattice in martensite. However, in scenario S3 it is almost equally favorable for C to be redistributed into the three octahedral interstitial sublattices. Hence, there should only be a fraction of C that gets redistributed into the major octahedral interstitial sublattice. As the three scenarios occur with equal probabilities, the resulting fraction of C in the major sublattice is $1/3 + 1/3 + 1/3 \times 1/3 = 7/9 \approx 78\%$, which nicely agrees with the experimentally observed result ($\approx 80\%$).

This example demonstrates that interstitial point defects might not simply follow the transformation of the host lattice, but they can also undergo short-range displacements to neighboring interstitial sites. If the interplay between the displacive lattice transformation and the local interstitial redistribution is ignored in simulations and interpretation of experimental results, the atomic structure of the product phase of the transformation can be incorrect and the transformation mechanisms can be wrong.

2. Vacancies

Vacancies are another common type of point defects in materials. However, vacancies may play quite different roles than other point defects. Here, we use examples in metallic alloys and oxide cathode materials to demonstrate the impacts of vacancies on phase transition kinetics.

The first important function that vacancies may have in phase transition kinetics is reducing nucleation barriers and the critical size of the nucleus by introducing new transformation pathways. For instance, using an Al-1.7at.%Cu alloy, Bourgeois et al.\textsuperscript{183} revealed a template-directed nucleation (TDN) pathway and the important contribution of vacancies for the formation of the $\theta'$ phase. A precursor phase ($\theta''$) with excess vacancies serves as a structural template for the phase ($\theta'$) to nucleate, which reduces both the nucleation barrier and the critical size of a $\theta'$ nucleus.

It is well established experimentally that for bulk Al-1.7at.%Cu alloy with a conventional heat treatment below $\sim 220{^\circ}C$, the $\theta''$ phase [Fig. 10(a)] would form before $\theta'$ [Fig. 10(b)]. This is due to the much lower nucleation barrier of $\theta''$ compared to $\theta'$, as it only requires Cu diffusion and direct replacement of Al atoms by Cu solutes. Therefore, the probability that $\theta''$ nucleates from the supersaturated solid solution (SSS) before $\theta'$ is very low. The difficult nucleation of $\theta'$ is reflected in a low precipitate density [see Fig. 10(c)]. However, Bourgeois et al.\textsuperscript{183} found that the same transformations are considerably faster in an in situ heated nanometer-thick specimen. Of particular interest here is that the nuclei seem to form exclusively at the cut surface of $\theta''$ precipitates, but not in precipitates that are fully embedded in the Al matrix [Fig. 10(d)]. Based on experimental observations that the high nucleation rate is linked with the proximity to the specimen surface and systematic atomistic simulations, vacancies were identified as the key and sole factor for such accelerated kinetics of $\theta'' \rightarrow \theta'$ transformation.

The atomic-scale mechanisms of the $\theta'' \rightarrow \theta'$ transformation promoted by vacancies are schematically illustrated in Figs. 10(e) and 10(f). First, a small number of vacancies are generated through well-thought heat treatment procedures or by high-energy electron beam irradiation in $\theta''$ [see pink circles in Figs. 10(e) and 10(f)]. These vacancies kinetically facilitate the stacking change from $\theta''$ to $\theta'$ by lowering the barrier for shuffling Cu atoms, thus enabling high nucleation rates of the $\theta'$ phase. Second, additional vacancies [green circles in Figs. 10(e) and 10(f)] surrounding the nucleus help to relieve the compressive volumetric misfit strain as well as to lower the semiconductor interfacial energy through its structural component, which thus lower the barrier to nucleation.

In addition, the driving force associated with the removal of excess vacancies from the Al matrix to the nucleus was evaluated via an established theoretical framework\textsuperscript{184,185} as shown in Figs. 10(g) and 10(h). On the one hand, the classical nucleation theory for the SSS transformation shows a much larger critical radius $R^*$ and a much higher nucleation barrier $\Delta G^*$ [Fig. 10(g)] compared to TDN without considering the effect of vacancies [solid curves in Fig. 10(h)]. On the other hand, the calculated energy changes as a function of precipitate radius for TDN and vacancy-relieved strain [dashed curves in Fig. 10(h)] show that both $\Delta G^*$ and $R^*$ decrease significantly in the case of vacancy supersaturation (VSS—excess vacancies compared to the equilibrium concentration) for the two thinnest nuclei. A reasonably small value for $\ln(VSS)$ of $\sim 5$ (i.e., VSS $\approx 150$) can already reduce $R^*$ from 2.3 to $\sim 1.3$ nm, which is close to the experimentally observed value.

In addition to assisting nucleation, vacancies can also play other roles in phase transition kinetics. For instance, in electrode materials of rechargeable metal-ion batteries and pseudocapacitors, vacancies can help to block unfavorable phase formation and assist ion migration during discharging\textsuperscript{187},\textsuperscript{188} which can be utilized to improve the energy storage performance of electrode materials.

Shimokawa et al.\textsuperscript{189} utilized cation vacancies in a spinel-type cathode material of rechargeable magnesium batteries to improve the cycling stability of the cathode material. In stoichiometric spinel oxide of $\text{ZnMn}_2\text{O}_4$, Mg$^{2+}$ ions are inserted into the octahedral 16c vacant sites during discharging and electrostatically repulse Zn$^{2+}$ ions at the tetrahedral 8a sites, leading to migration of Zn$^{2+}$ ions from tetrahedral 8a to adjacent 16c sites [Fig. 11(a)]. This migration results in the formation of rock salt clusters, which block the migration path of Mg$^{2+}$ in the $\text{ZnMn}_2\text{O}_4$ cathode and are thus responsible for the poor cycling stability of $\text{ZnMn}_2\text{O}_4$ cathode.

In contrast, when cation vacancies are incorporated at the 16d sites of the spinel structure, a defect-spinel-type cathode material of $\text{ZnMnO}_3$ is obtained. In this case, the inserted Mg$^{2+}$ ions can hop from 16c vacant sites to 16d deficiency sites and the strong electrostatic repulsion thus disappears between Mg$^{2+}$ and Zn$^{2+}$ ions, which prevents the unfavorable phase transition of the cathode material from spinel to rock salt [Fig. 11(b)]. The defect spinel is thermodynamically more stable than the rock salt structure, and its structure is thus well maintained during discharging due to the existence of cation vacancies [Figs. 11(c) and 11(d)]. At the same time, the Mg migration path is...
also secured. Both advantages lead to the significantly improved cycling stability of defect-spinel ZnMnO$_3$ cathode.

3. Substitutional defects

Alloying is commonly employed to engineer the materials performance. The alloying elements may substitute on the lattice sites, forming substitutional defects (Fig. 2). It has been demonstrated that these substitutional defects can also promote the nucleation of martensite through the local stress fields induced by the defects. More interestingly, their presence is actually central to the strain-glass transition.

Strain-glass transition is a thermodynamically driven but kinetically controlled process. Theorists have made many attempts to unveil the nature of strain-glass states through the local stress fields induced by the defects. More interestingly, their presence is actually central to the strain-glass transition.

The global temperature fluctuations affect the thermodynamic free-energy landscape and, thus, the transition pathways and martensitic transition temperatures. The local field effect impacts the transition kinetics and leads to preferential nucleation and confined growth of martensite.

FIG. 9. (a) Lattice correspondence between austenite and martensite and the corresponding octahedral interstitial sites. Three phase transition paths are shown: Bain path, Kurdjumov–Sachs (KS) or Nishiyama–Wassermann (NW) path, and a new path proposed in Ref. 178. The large blue (red) spheres represent Fe atoms in austenite (martensite). The small yellow spheres denote all octahedral interstitial sites for C in austenite. The other small colored spheres correspond the octahedral interstitial sites for C in martensite; there are three octahedral sublattices: green is sublattice 1; brown is sublattice 2; purple is sublattice 3. S1–S3 correspond to three scenarios for C redistribution within the octahedral sublattices in martensite. (b) Experimentally measured c/a ratios of freshly formed martensite and tempered martensite for different C concentrations, where c and a are the two lattice parameters of martensite. (c)–(e) Minimum-energy path and structural evolution of the metastable intermediate structure (MIS) → martensite transition in three scenarios: (c) S1, (d) S2, and (e) S3. Reproduced with permission from Zhang et al., Phys. Rev. B 94, 104109 (2016). Copyright 2016 American Physical Society.
As shown in Fig. 12(c), through phase-field simulations of a single crystal undergoing a generic improper square to rectangle martensitic transition, Wang et al.\textsuperscript{188} showed that the model not only reproduces the crossover from martensite to strain glass at a critical concentration, but also captures all the important features of the experimental phase diagram. While the global transition temperature fluctuates with composition, but also captures all the important features of the experimental phase diagram. While the global transition temperature fluctuations stabilize the parent phase, the local field effect promotes the formation or freezing of local strain ordering (i.e., nanodomain martensites stabilize the parent phase, the local field effect promotes the formation of interstitial precipitates). While the global transition temperature fluctuations stabilize the parent phase, the local field effect promotes the formation or freezing of local strain ordering (i.e., nanodomain martensites stabilize the parent phase, the local field effect promotes the formation of long-range ordered martensite).

4. Impurities

In addition to intentional alloying elements, there could also be unintentional impurities. Impurities can be incorporated in the lattice at interstitial or substitutional sites (Fig. 2), which may significantly impact the phase transition kinetics as well.

An interesting example relates to the role of impurities in the \( \alpha \rightarrow \omega \) martensitic transformation in Ti. For pure Ti, its ductile \( \alpha \) phase transitions to brittle \( \omega \) phase at a critical pressure of 9 GPa,\textsuperscript{193} which leads to serious technological issues. It has been empirically established that the presence of impurities in commercial Ti alloys such as A-70 and Ti-6Al-4V (wt. %) can enhance the critical pressure associated with the \( \alpha \rightarrow \omega \) transition up to 35 GPa,\textsuperscript{192,193} which significantly improves the technological utility of Ti alloys in aerospace applications. However, the fundamental mechanisms were not directly accessible from experiments. Hennig et al.\textsuperscript{194} studied the impacts of different impurities on the \( \alpha \rightarrow \omega \) martensitic transformation pathways and energy barriers in Ti.

For interstitial impurities, there exist octahedral, tetrahedral, and hexahedral sites in both \( \alpha \) and \( \omega \) Ti. However, for the interstitial impurities studied (O, C, and N) by Hennig et al.\textsuperscript{194} the impurities are unstable at the tetrahedral site in \( \alpha \)-Ti, and relax to the near hexahedral site in the basal plane.

Thermodynamic calculations showed that for all the three types of interstitial impurities, it is energetically more favorable to occupy the octahedral sites in both \( \alpha \)- and \( \omega \)-Ti. Nevertheless, from a kinetic perspective, there is a redistribution effect of the octahedral interstitials in \( \alpha \)-Ti into different interstitials in \( \omega \)-Ti, similar to the case of C interstitials in Fe discussed in Sec. IV A 1. This is because the hexagonal symmetry is broken during the \( \alpha \rightarrow \omega \) phase transition. As a result, only one-third of the octahedral sites in \( \alpha \)-Ti are transformed to the octahedral sites in \( \omega \)-Ti; the other two-thirds are, in fact, transformed to the hexagonal sites in \( \omega \)-Ti.

Based on the MEPs from NEB calculations (see Sec. III A 2), all three types of interstitial impurities substantially enhance the phase transformation barrier as compared to pure Ti, which nicely explains why impurities could suppress or even block the \( \alpha \rightarrow \omega \) phase transition in Ti alloys.

In a similar way, Hennig et al.\textsuperscript{194} also investigated the impact of substitutional impurities (Al and V) considering two possible substitutional sites. The two possible substitutional sites also share one third and two thirds in probability based on crystallographic symmetry analysis, respectively. Similar to the behavior of interstitials, Al increases the transformation barrier, irrespective of the final substitutional site in \( \omega \)-Ti. In contrast, the presence of V actually slightly decreases the energy barrier. This qualitative difference was explained in terms of \( d \)-electron concentration:\textsuperscript{194} transition metals with more \( d \) electrons such as V, Mo, Fe, and Ta stabilize the \( \omega \) phase, while early transition metals and simple metals such as Al tend to favor the \( \alpha \) phase.
Overall, impurities have a propensity to suppress the $\alpha \rightarrow \omega$ phase transitions in Ti, which provides a rationale for the shift of the critical pressure toward higher values in commercial Ti alloys. This example again demonstrates the important impact of point defects on martensitic phase transitions, in particular, with regard to the kinetic pathways and barriers. The suppression of the $\alpha \rightarrow \omega$ phase transition by point defects enhances the stability of the ductile $\alpha$ phase and widens the pressure window of application for commercial Ti alloys.

B. Dislocations

As a typical extended defect, dislocations are much more complex than point defects. Concerning phase transition kinetics, similar to the case of vacancies, dislocations can also help to promote nucleation through a two-step process with substantially reduced nucleation barriers. Here, we highlight two additional functions that dislocations may have in phase transition kinetics: (i) acting as traps for alloying elements, and (ii) triggering the formation of strain-glass states.

1. Dislocation traps

Alloying elements are usually intentionally added to materials in order to stabilize certain phases or promote the formation of new phases, which in turn improve the mechanical or electronic performances of materials. As discussed in Sec. IV A 1, in one of the most studied materials Fe–C, the Fe concentration is added in order to trigger the formation of bct Fe–C martensite, which is critical to achieving high strength. In Sec. IV A 1, we illustrated the role of alloyed C atoms as interstitial point defects, and their impact on the martensitic phase transformation of the Fe lattice. However, in addition to occupying the octahedral interstitial sites in the bct Fe lattice, C atoms can also segregate to extended defects such as dislocations and grain boundaries [see Fig. 13(a)]. Consequently, the presence of dislocations in the material may indirectly influence the martensitic phase transition.

From the perspective of C atoms, when they are alloyed into the material they will distribute into the energetically most favorable sites. In the current case, there are two options for C: (i) octahedral interstitial sites in the Fe lattice, and (ii) trapping sites at extended defects. For option (i), there exists an additional degree of freedom that C atoms can either randomly occupy three octahedral sublattices or selectively occupy only one octahedral sublattice, which corresponds disordered (body-centered cubic, bcc) and ordered (bcc) martensite; this ordering is commonly referred to as Zener ordering.

For C to decide whether they prefer option (i) or (ii), the key is the chemical potential of C in these two places. Zhang et al. developed a self-consistent approach that allows to quantitatively compute the chemical potential of C in both ordered and disordered Fe–C martensite as a function of C concentration, which can be further compared with the chemical potential of C inside dislocations or grain boundaries. As shown in Fig. 13(b), at dilute C concentrations, it is energetically more favorable to form disordered martensite as compared to the ordered one; the chemical potential of C gradually increases with increasing C concentration. Above 0.8 at.% of C, the ordered martensite is preferred and the chemical potential of C decreases dramatically with the increasing C concentration. However, below 2.6 at.% of C, it is energetically most favorable for C to simply segregate to extended defects such as dislocations; only above 2.6 at.% ordered martensite becomes the favorable place for C. Notably, when the C concentration exceeds the critical concentration of 2.6 at.% C atoms will not segregate to extended defects. Considering a grand canonical scenario, where the C concentration is varied from low to high, C atoms will first segregate to extended defects and then diffuse back to the Fe lattice, forming ordered martensite.

With the above understanding, the experimentally observed dependence of the $\alpha/\omega$ ratio of Fe–C alloys on the C concentration can be well understood and interpreted [see Fig. 13(c)]. There has actually been an active debate on the occupation behavior of C at low concentrations: segregation to dislocations vs martensite formation. This discussion can, thus, be clarified and unified.

This example demonstrates the importance of extended defects in trapping alloying elements and, in turn, their effect on martensitic phase transition kinetics in the host lattice. With the presence of extended defects, the alloying elements may not be able to realize their desired functionalities in phase transitions.

2. Strain-glass formation

As discussed above, point defects can effectively suppress martensitic transitions and trap the system in a frozen strain-glass state. Similar behavior has been identified for precipitates as well. Recently, Zhang et al. demonstrated that dislocations could also lead to a crossover from martensite to strain glass by introducing random stress fields in a compressed Ti50Ni45Fe5 shape-memory alloy.

The phase diagram of the Ti50Ni45Fe5 ferroelastic system with respect to dislocation density was constructed and presented in...
and strain-glass transitions, which were divided into three stages. Stage 1 (T = T_{ad}): nucleation of quasidynamic R-like nanodomains. Stage 2 [R_1 (or T_1 < T < T_{ad}]): initial growth of R-like nanodomains within the size of 50 nm. Stage 3 (T ≤ R_1): the formation of R-martensite with domain size over 50 nm. Under such a scheme, the strain-glass transition can be treated as an “incomplete R-martensite transition” only involving the first two stages; after the nucleation of R-like nanodomains below T_{ad}, the system is frozen into the strain-glass state with the nanodomain size <50 nm at T_0.

C. Grain boundaries

Similar to dislocations, grain boundaries can also assist the nucleation process. We did not explore this type of mechanism in detail for dislocations, but here we use an example of grain boundaries in colloidal crystals to illustrate how planar defects can promote nucleation. Colloidal crystals have been used extensively as model systems since the particle sizes are large enough to allow an intuitive observation of phase transition kinetics using video microscopy. Furthermore, various interactions between particles can be mimicked by tuning the properties of the colloidal particles. The physics and mechanisms extracted from these model systems can oftentimes be transferred or extended to more complicated materials as well. In addition to this function of grain boundaries, we will also introduce the concept of grain-boundary phases and grain-boundary phase transitions, which highlight the atomic structure of grain boundaries and their kinetic evolution upon internal insertion of point defects or external temperature variations. We will also discuss a special type of phase transition at grain boundaries—grain-boundary premelting.

1. Assisting nucleation kinetics

Figures 15(a)–15(d) show the experimental observation of the nucleation kinetics of a triangular (∆) phase from the square (□) phase in the vicinity of a grain boundary in a colloidal crystal. Peng et al. found that nucleation of the ∆-phase occurs more often at the grain boundary, which was explained by a lowering of the nucleation barrier, resulting from the fact that grain boundaries usually act as a sink for small defects. We mentioned that a two-step nucleation mechanism via an intermediate liquid phase can effectively lower the nucleation barrier. However, Peng et al. noticed that the formation of an intermediate liquid phase is not always necessary.

For the colloidal crystal, one can control the flow velocity (v). They found that when v ≤ 10 nm s⁻¹, the nucleation at the grain boundary follows the above two-step diffusive process. When v > 10 nm s⁻¹, the □ → ∆ phase transition does not involve an intermediate step.

When the nucleus grows larger, it develops both coherent [I and II in Fig. 15(d)] and incoherent [III and IV in Fig. 15(d)] facets with the original □-lattice. The coherent facets are energetically favorable and the system tends to maintain their flat shape [see the ledges in Fig. 15(d)] and let them grow. Grain boundaries have different mismatch angles and inclination angles, which can promote the formation of incoherent facets. Incoherent facets are rough and have many sites to attach particles, which in turn allow continuous transformation of the □-lattice into the ∆-lattice. However, Peng et al. further investigated a special situation for grain boundaries, where a symmetric triple junction is formed [see Figs. 15(e)–15(h)]. A key finding was that even in the case of a small flow velocity (v = 2 nm s⁻¹), the formation of an intermediate liquid phase is not necessary if the nucleation occurs at a symmetric triple junction of grain boundaries. This was because when the ∆-nucleus is formed...
inside the symmetric triple junction, the facets can all be coherent with very low interfacial energies. In this case, the nucleus could continuously grow without much energy penalty and, thus, does not need to involve an intermediate liquid phase.

2. Grain-boundary transformation

The above example focused on the role of grain boundaries as an extended defect that influences the bulk phase transformation kinetics. However, grain boundaries themselves can have various ordered structures, and structural transformations may occur between these different ordered structures. As a conceptual advance, ordered grain boundaries may be considered as special grain-boundary phases.204,205 Experimentally, it is very challenging to directly observe grain-boundary phase transitions. Even theoretically, this is far from trivial, since commonly used MD simulations employ periodic supercells, which do not allow varying the atomic density in the core region of the grain boundary. However, realistic experimental conditions do not have such constraints. Consequently, the unphysical constraints in MD simulations tend to stabilize one particular grain-boundary structure and structural transitions between different grain-boundary phases are usually suppressed.

Frolov et al.206 tackled this challenge with an improved MD scheme, which facilitates grain-boundary density variations and allows the grain boundary to adopt the thermodynamically most favorable configuration. They first developed an algorithm to identify the possible grain-boundary structures at $T = 0$ K while varying the atomic density at the grain boundary. Figure 16(a) shows the result for a $\Sigma 5(310)$ grain boundary in fcc Cu. There are two (local) minima in the plot of excess grain-boundary energy as a function of atomic density, which correspond to two stable grain-boundary phases. As depicted in Figs. 16(b) and 16(c), the minimum at 0 density refers to a normal-kites configuration [Fig. 16(b)], and the one at 0.4 (2/5 of the (310) plane) has a split-kites structure [Fig. 16(c)].

Using standard MD simulations with periodic supercells, one can observe the two types of grain-boundary phases at different temperatures. However, within this approach, one cannot see the direct transition from one grain-boundary phase to the other. Frolov et al.206 introduced a new simulation scheme, in which the grain boundary terminates at an open surface; the surface can act as a source or sink of atoms, allowing the grain boundary to adjust its density. Employing this improved scheme, it was then possible to observe the coexistence of the two grain-boundary phases at the same temperature and reversible transitions between them while...
changing the temperature. They demonstrated this behavior not only for different phases at the $\Sigma 3(310)$ grain boundary, but also at the $\Sigma 5(210)$ grain boundary, for which there are normal-kites, split-kites, and filled-kites phases.

Furthermore, they also examined the impact of point defects on the grain-boundary phase transitions using periodic supercells (in order to exclude all sources/sinks of atoms). As shown in Figs. 16(d)–16(f), the kites structure transitions to the split-kites configuration after interstitial defects are intentionally inserted into the vicinity of the $\Sigma 3(310)$ grain boundary. Upon annealing at 800 K, the interstitials diffuse into the core region of the grain boundary and lead to a disordered state. When the annealing proceeds, the grain boundary gradually evolves into the split-kites phase. Similarly, while further inserting vacancies into the grain boundary with the split-kites structure, the grain boundary transforms back to the initial kites phase after a small period of disordering in between. This demonstrated the reversibility of the grain-boundary phase transitions induced by point defects.

Recently, employing advanced HRSTEM Meiners et al. directly observed the coexistence of pearl and domino phases at $\Sigma 19b$ grain boundaries in Cu, which agreed remarkably well with the results from evolutionary search for grain-boundary structures using the USPEX code and clustering analysis. This serves as strong direct experimental evidence for the existence of grain-boundary phases and structural transitions between them.

3. Grain-boundary premelting

In general, it has been speculated during the last decades that grain and phase boundaries can be analyzed using local equilibrium thermodynamics and may have their own phase diagrams in a manner analogous to bulk phases. Confined states at interfaces have been investigated, especially in grain boundaries, by HRSTEM as an attempt to explain phenomena like abnormal grain growth (especially, in alumina), grain-boundary premelting, (liquid metal) grain-boundary embrittlement (noteworthy, Al-Ga, Ni-Bi, SiC, and Si$_3$N$_4$) and activated sintering that cannot be successfully described by purely mechanistic explanations.

The premelting at grain boundaries, and also at other defects, such as stacking faults and dislocations, has first been predicted by various theories. It has been shown by MD simulations, for example, that the free energy of two solid-liquid interfaces can be smaller than that of a solid-solid interface.

In another study, Fensin et al. have performed MD simulations to analyze the short-range structural interactions and corresponding disjoining potential causing grain-boundary embrittlement. The analysis is compared with the width histograms determined with averaged order parameters as shown in Fig. 17(a). The comparison yields a remarkable dependence of the disjoining potential on the character of the grain boundary. It decays exponentially with a decay length of approximately 0.25 nm for a $\Sigma 9$ twist grain boundary in Ni. In contrast, the disjoining potential of a $\Sigma 9$ tilt grain boundary shows a weak attractive minimum.

In addition to various MD studies, grain-boundary premelting has also been addressed by other methods. Phase-field crystal simulations performed by Berry et al. are shown in Fig. 17(b). One of the outcomes was that the nature of the premelting strongly depends on the question whether the corresponding solid–liquid phase transformation in the bulk is strongly first-order or not. A multi-phase field model has been used to study the effects of the grain size and therewith of the grain-boundary density on the premelting. It determines the extension of the temperature interval for the overheating of a grain boundary, before the bulk melting temperature is reached. While the bulk melting goes along with a vanishing disjoining potential energy, the premelting is characterized by a finite disjoining potential energy. Such a situation is shown in Fig. 17(c), where in particular, the relevance of triple junctions for the formation of liquid pockets of macroscopic size becomes noticeable.

---

**FIG. 14.** (a) A simplified transition-temperature vs dislocation-density phase diagram of Ti$_{50}$Ni$_{45}$Fe$_{5}$, where the temperature of each microscopic picture is indicated. (b) Schematic illustration of the microscopic crossover behavior from normal R-martensite to dislocation-induced strain glass as a function of the dislocation density in Ti$_{50}$Ni$_{45}$Fe$_{5}$. The dislocations are depicted as green curved lines, while the R-martensite or nano-domains are represented in color gray and filled with oblique lines. Reproduced with permission from Zhang et al., Acta Mater. 120, 130 (2016). Copyright 2016 Elsevier.
One of the first experimental proofs has been provided by Divinski et al.\textsuperscript{216} in the Cu–Bi system. To this end, they used radio-tracer diffusion measurements to detect the substantial enhancement in the grain-boundary diffusivity that is connected to the local transformation into the liquid state. At about the same time, Alsayed et al.\textsuperscript{217} were able to visualize the premelting for colloidal crystals. The colloidal crystals were characterized by bright-field images of an upright microscope (Fig. 18). Here, every bright spot in the image represents a region of 0.75 μm in diameter. The temperature is only slightly increased from the annealing temperature of 28.0 °C to a measurement temperature of 28.2 °C. The impact on the grain boundary is, however, fundamental. One can clearly observe the molten structure in the grain boundary in Fig. 18.

Liquid–metal embrittlement is a related phenomenon that has been considered to be either caused by local electronic (i.e., charge transfer) or structural (“size”) effects induced by the presence of solute atoms at the grain boundary. In a recent article, Gibson and Schuh\textsuperscript{218} used first-principles data to confirm that the grain-boundary cohesion (and hence embrittling tendency) correlate with the energy of the bonds formed by a solute. Lejcek and coworkers\textsuperscript{219} critically evaluated and compared experimental and theoretical results on interfacial segregation in Ni and bcc Fe in both experiment and modeling. Furthermore, there have been a pool of atomistic modeling activities on the structure of interfaces and their impact on the microstructure (see, e.g., Ref. 220 for a review), including grain-boundary premelting and diffusion. Suggested mechanisms are the formation of strong directional bonds reducing dislocation motion during decohesion and structural-volumetric effects. However, these atomistic investigations are typically based on empirical interatomic potentials and do not have, therefore, the advantages of first-principles approaches to fully resolve the electronic degrees of freedom.

D. Stacking faults

Stacking faults are intimately related to partial dislocations, and the stacking-fault energy directly determines the mobility of dislocations and thus materials deformation mechanisms. Naturally, stacking faults play an important role in the mechanical properties. A closely related example is that they may enhance the plasticity of metallic alloys through phase transformations. Beyond the mechanical aspect, stacking faults may also play some functional roles in semiconductors. For instance, in layered oxide electrode materials, stacking faults may enable a new phase transition path that stabilizes the electrode material and, thus, improves its energy storage performance.\textsuperscript{221} We discuss the two types of roles of stacking faults in the following.

1. Transformation-induced plasticity

Stacking faults have a critical impact on the mechanical performance of structural materials and, in particular, of advanced high-strength steels. Alloying of Fe-based materials, e.g., by Mn can yield the stabilization of a stable or metastable fcc phase at room temperature. Under mechanical loads, specific deformation mechanisms, such as twinning induced plasticity (TWIP) and transformation induced plasticity (TRIP), are activated.\textsuperscript{222} The latter is connected with a local phase transformation from austenite (fcc crystal structure) to ε-martensite (hexagonal close packed, hcp crystal structure). The

---

**FIG. 15.** (a)–(d) □ → △ nucleation at a grain boundary in a colloidal crystal with a flow velocity (v) of 36 nm s\textsuperscript{-1}. (e)–(h) □ → △ nucleation at a symmetric triple junction in a colloidal crystal with v = 2 nm s\textsuperscript{-1}. The scale bar corresponds to 5 μm. The particles are colored according to the Lindemann order parameter. Reproduced with permission from Peng et al., Nat. Commun. 8, 14978 (2017). Copyright 2017 Authors, licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) License.\textsuperscript{221}
Stacking fault energy is a key quantity, which controls the type of plasticity mechanism.\textsuperscript{a,223}

In fcc materials, the intrinsic stacking fault (ISF) is a change of the stacking sequence from a periodic repetition of ABC to a sequence with one layer less, i.e., ABCAB | ABCABC (see also Fig. 5). As a consequence, the defect structure has locally the stacking sequence ABAB of an hcp crystal. In case an ISF is present on every second plane, the hcp phase extends over a larger region. Hence, the presence of the defect can have an impact on the martensitic phase transformation. This effect has, for example, been investigated with \textit{in situ} neutron diffraction in CrCoNi medium entropy alloys.\textsuperscript{224} The quantitative analysis of the stacking-fault probability and the hcp volume fraction revealed that the formation and accumulation of ISFs are responsible for the fcc-hcp transformation. Similarly, it has been reported that an fcc-bcc phase transformation in shock-compressed noble metals is triggered by the presence of stacking faults.\textsuperscript{225}

The connection between stacking faults and phase transformations is also reflected by the axial next-nearest-neighbor Ising (ANNNI) model,\textsuperscript{226,227} an established way to estimate the stacking-fault energy $\Gamma_{\text{SFE}}$. According to this model, the defect energy can be expressed by bulk energy differences in lowest order, $\Gamma_{\text{SFE}} \approx E_{\text{hcp}} - E_{\text{fcc}}$.

Stacking faults that locally correspond to a different bulk phase are also observed in structurally more complex phases, like the C14 Laves phase. Here, the basal stacking-fault energy is described by the energy difference between the C15 and C14 phases.\textsuperscript{228} Stacking faults have, for example, been studied in the Nb-rich Fe$_2$Nb Laves phase.\textsuperscript{229} The bulk phase diagram of Fe–Nb indicates a low solubility of Nb in the C14 Laves phase, since the excess Nb will form the $\mu$-phase with the composition Nb$_6$Fe$_7$. The experimental microstructure investigation has, however, revealed that the formation of this phase is suppressed due to the presence of a large number of different stacking faults.\textsuperscript{229} A detailed study of these defects has unveiled that some of
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\caption{(a) Grain-boundary energy vs atomic density in terms of fraction of atomic plane for the $\Sigma 5$ (310) grain boundary. (b) The kites structure for the $\Sigma 5$ (310) grain boundary. (c) The split-kites structure for the $\Sigma 5$ (310) grain boundary. (d) Initial normal-kite structure of Cu $\Sigma 5$ (310) grain boundary. (e) and (f) Transition from the normal-kite structure to a disordered state (b) and then to a split-kites structure (c), after adding interstitials to the grain boundary. (g) and (h) Subsequent transition to a disordered state (d) and then back to the normal-kite structure (e), after adding vacancies to the grain boundary. Reproduced with permission from Frolov et al., Nat. Commun. 4, 1899 (2013). Copyright 2013 Authors, licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) License.\textsuperscript{206}}
\end{figure}
them contain one layer of the characteristic Zr_{4}Al_{3}-type unit of the competing μ-phase, i.e., a phase that is stabilized by excess Nb. It should be called defect phase, because the confinement and stacking of atomic layers does not correspond to a bulk phase.

2. Intermediate phase formation

Stacking faults are very common planar defects in layered oxides, which are key cathode materials for batteries. Upon charging and discharging various phase transitions can happen in these materials, which are critical for the electrochemical performance of batteries. Interestingly, stacking faults play a vital role in the phase transition kinetics in this context, which will be discussed here.

One of the commonly used sodium-ion battery cathode materials is Na_{2/3}[Ni_{1/3}Mn_{2/3}]O_{2}, which has a P2 crystal structure as shown in Fig. 19(a). When charged above 4.1 V, the P2 structure transitions to an O2 structure [see Fig. 19(a)]. Atomistically, this phase transition is realized through gliding of the transition metal oxide slabs, which leads to a recoordination of the Na ions from trigonal prisms to octahedra. Consequently, the lattice along the c-axis undergoes a severe contraction, which is detrimental for the cycling stability.

By contrast, a structurally similar but chemically different cathode material P2-Na_{2/3}[Fe_{1/2}Mn_{1/2}]O_{2} exhibits much better cycling stability compared to P2-Na_{2/3}[Ni_{1/3}Mn_{2/3}]O_{2}. The origin of the improved stability is that upon charging over 4.1 V a different phase transition pathway is adopted; instead of the O2 structure, a new phase with less severe volume contraction is formed. Despite the large number of studies on the identification and characterization of the new phase, the nature of the new phase has been heavily debated: some studies argued that the new phase has an OP4 structure (see, e.g., Ref. 236) as depicted in Fig. 19(a), while other findings suggested that the new phase is still an O2 phase but the Fe atoms migrate into tetrahedral sites of the Na layer (see, e.g., Ref. 237) because of this puzzling controversy, the new phase has also been termed “Z” phase.

By employing operando XRD and STEM, Somerville et al. revealed the nature of the Z phase and recognized the importance of stacking faults for the new phase formation. They compared the operando XRD patterns of Na_{2/3}[Ni_{1/3}Mn_{2/3}]O_{2} and Na_{2/3}[Ni_{1/6}Mn_{1/2}Fe_{1/3}]O_{2} (i.e., with partial Fe substitution) during charging and discharging, where they observed clear differences when the voltage exceeds 4.1 V. For Na_{2/3}[Ni_{1/3}Mn_{2/3}]O_{2}, there is a decrease in the P2(002) intensity at 2θ = 15.6° and a new peak at 2θ = 20.0° appeared, which corresponds to the P2 → O2 phase transition. However, as shown in Fig. 19(b), this is not the case for Na_{2/3}[Ni_{1/6}Mn_{1/2}Fe_{1/3}]O_{2}. The P2 (002) reflection peak at 2θ = 15.6° disappears and a new reflection arises at slightly greater 2θ, which is a signature of the Z phase. Once the Z phase is formed, Na ions can be continuously extracted through a solid-solution process, as evidenced by the gradual shift of the new reflection peak to greater 2θ values.
Using STEM measurements, they further peered into the structural information of the Z phase. As depicted in Fig. 19(c), Somerville et al.\textsuperscript{242} found that the Z phase does not adopt the O2 structure, but contains a large number of O-type stacking faults. Instead of a solid solution upon Na extraction, the Z phase is actually a gradually evolving intergrowth structure.

The phase transformation mechanism is summarized in Fig. 19(d). Fe substitution disrupts the Na-ordering and the transition metal ordering in the P2 structure. Upon charging at voltages greater than 4.1 V, the extraction of Na\textsuperscript{+} from Nb\textsubscript{2/3}[Ni\textsubscript{1/6}Mn\textsubscript{1/2}Fe\textsubscript{1/3}]O\textsubscript{2} generates highly depleted Na\textsuperscript{+} layers that are O-type stacking faults, which are distributed randomly in the P2 structure [Fig. 19(d)]. As charging further proceeds, the ratio of O-type stacking faults in the P2 structure increases. At 50% O-type stacking faults, the P2 phase transforms into a well-ordered structure of OP4 phase. Upon further charging, more O-type stacking faults are randomly formed in the OP4 structure, which may ultimately transform to a pure O2 phase [Fig. 19(d)].

This example nicely illustrates that stacking faults naturally appear in these layered oxides during charging or discharging, which serve as intermediate steps of the transitions between phases that differ in stacking type and sequence. The stepwise phase transition kinetics through stacking faults formation could profoundly enhance the cycling stability of the cathode materials and thus improve the electrochemical performance of batteries.

\textbf{E. Surfaces}

As a special type of planar defect, surfaces may also impact phase transition kinetics. While surface phases constitute a large research field on their own, surfaces affect phase transition kinetics in primarily two ways. First, as a major source of defects (e.g., vacancies, kinks, steps, etc.), surfaces influence phase transitions in the bulk. This effect is particularly pronounced when the system size approaches the nanoscale, where surface atoms constitute a large fraction of the material.\textsuperscript{249} Second, surfaces themselves may also experience phase transitions, leading to the formation of new phases in the vicinity of the surface. Common examples are surface reconstructions and surface-induced ordering.\textsuperscript{241,242}\textsuperscript{242} In this section, we illustrate these two aspects by using a few specific examples of the impact of surfaces on phase transition kinetics.

\textbf{1. Undercooling of liquid droplets}

Undercooling refers to the persistence of a liquid state below the melting point of a material. One reason why undercooling occurs is the small thermodynamic driving force (the difference in free energy between the solid and liquid) for the liquid-to-solid phase transition at the melting point; undercooling enhances the thermodynamic driving force. Furthermore, the nucleation kinetics is also affected by undercooling since in bulk materials the energy barrier for nucleation usually decreases with increasing undercooling.\textsuperscript{43}

A typical undercooling to trigger the solidification of bulk liquids is only a small fraction of the melting temperature. Still, it strongly depends on the number of nucleation sites available within the melt, on the melt surface, or at the melt-container interface.\textsuperscript{244} For small liquid droplets, the number of nucleation sites is substantially reduced or may even be almost eliminated if the active nucleation sites are primarily trace impurities. As the major source of defects that may catalyze nucleation in these droplets, surfaces play a decisive role in the nucleation kinetics and the maximum undercooling. These systems might be undercooled by 0.3 – 0.4\textit{T}\textsubscript{m} before nucleation occurs, where \textit{T}\textsubscript{m} is the melting temperature.\textsuperscript{245} For instance, it has been shown in the pioneering work of Turnbull and Cech\textsuperscript{246} that liquid droplets of Au (20–50 \textmu m) could be undercooled by \textasciitilde221 K using a Pyrex glass flux.

The impact of gas environment further demonstrates the importance of surface-related defects in accelerating the nucleation kinetics.\textsuperscript{247} For instance, when O\textsubscript{2} is added to an Ar gas environment (~300 ppm for O\textsubscript{2}), the maximum undercooling of Au droplets is significantly reduced from \textasciitilde212 K to \textasciitilde120 K.\textsuperscript{248} This was explained by the fact that oxygen can be absorbed by the surface of liquid Au droplets or even diffuse into the droplets, which may lead to (surface) oxide formation that then acts as sites for nucleation.

To further reduce the surface sites that activate solidification and reach larger undercoolings, glass encapsulation can be employed. However, it has been found that an initial conditioning treatment that involves multiple, successive melting and freezing cycles is often required to achieve pronounced enhancement.\textsuperscript{256} The microscopic mechanism for this phenomenon was revealed by Wilde et al.\textsuperscript{257} They suggested that oxygen interacts with trace impurities, leading to the formation of defect complexes that may promote the nucleation kinetics. A self-consistent model that accounts for this effect was formulated. These examples demonstrate the critical impact of surface-related defects on phase transition (i.e., nucleation) kinetics, in particular by affecting the availability of suitable nucleation sites.

\textbf{2. Phase transitions in nanoparticles}

It is known experimentally that while approaching the nanoscale, materials may become stable in new phases,\textsuperscript{277} which are originally unstable or unfavorable in bulk materials under ambient conditions. In other words, crystal or grain size variations might also impose phase transitions and alter phase transition pathways. For instance, perovskite oxides, such as BaTiO\textsubscript{3} and PbTiO\textsubscript{3}, undergo a cubic \textrion{}c phase-transition temperatures for different compositions.\textsuperscript{261,262} Further examples include, but are not limited to, the hcp \textrion{}c transition in CdSe and CdS,\textsuperscript{259,260} and tetragonal \textrion{}c monoclinic transition in the ZrO\textsubscript{2}\textrion{}2-Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} system.\textsuperscript{261,262,268}

A number of mechanisms were proposed to explain the presence of these “unusual” phases in nanocrystalline materials,\textsuperscript{262,265} including a lack of nucleation sites,\textsuperscript{269} the Gibbs–Thomson effect (i.e., an enhanced internal pressure as a result of high surface/interface curvature),\textsuperscript{270} or surface-energy differences between allotropic phases.\textsuperscript{270} Among these mechanisms, the surface-energy difference argument has been most commonly adopted. The key idea is that, compared to bulk materials, the surface energy becomes more dominant in the total free energy of nanocrystalline materials, and unusual phases that have low surface energies may, thus, become energetically more favorable at small crystal sizes.

\textbf{Figure 20} shows the impact of crystal size on the phase diagram of the ZrO\textsubscript{2}\textrion{}2-Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} system.\textsuperscript{262} The solid black lines depict the phase diagram of bulk ZrO\textsubscript{2}\textrion{}2-Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}. Using the DSC technique, the tetragonal \textrion{}c monoclinic phase-transition temperatures are for different
compositions and different crystal sizes were measured. Furthermore, Mayo et al. derived the dependence of the transition temperature \( T_c \) on the crystal size \( D \):

\[
T_c = \Delta H_{\text{vol}} + 10\Delta h_{\text{surf}} / D.
\]

where \( \Delta H_{\text{vol}} \) and \( \Delta h_{\text{surf}} \) are the volumetric and surface contributions to the total enthalpy difference between two phases, respectively. Mayo et al. calculated the tetragonal → monoclinic transition temperatures for different compositions and different crystal sizes, which are shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 20. Clearly, a pronounced reduction of the transition temperature with decreasing crystal size is observed, which is mainly triggered by the surface-energy difference.

In addition to temperature-induced phase transitions, pressure-induced phase transitions also exhibit interesting transformation mechanisms in nanocrystals. For instance, the critical pressure of the wurtzite → rock salt phase transition in CdSe increases with decreasing crystal size. Based on MD and transition path sampling simulations, the fundamental origin of the size dependence and a clear difference in the nucleation mechanism in nanocrystals as compared to bulk systems were revealed. The proposed mechanisms for the wurtzite → rock salt phase transition in CdSe include a concerted rearrangement, \(^{265}\) a coherent sliding of atomic planes, \(^{266,267}\) or nucleation at the surface followed by an atomic shuffle. \(^{268,269}\) Only the latter is consistent with the experimentally observed size trend in activation enthalpies, highlighting the importance of surface nucleation for phase transitions in nanocrystals.

In addition to unusual phase formation, pronounced size effects have also been observed for the phase separation temperature (e.g., in Cr–W alloys \(^{269,270}\)) or the miscibility gap (e.g., in Ni–Cu alloys \(^{271–273}\)). The clear crystal/grain size dependence demonstrates the important role of surfaces in the thermodynamics and kinetics of phase transitions, which becomes especially apparent in nanoscale materials.

3. Surface reconstruction and ordering

Surface reconstructions are a common phenomenon. Metallic surfaces often reconstruct to increase the surface packing density with either long-range migration or short-range displacements. Due to the directionality of covalent bonding, semiconducting surfaces often reconstruct by involving a number of atomic layers and forming more complex symmetries. A famous example is the (7 × 7) reconstruction of the Si(111) surface, which involves 49 sites of the surface layer and extends into a few subsurface layers. \(^{274–276}\) Even if a clean surface does...
not reconstruct, reconstructions might also be induced by adsorption of foreign atoms or molecules.\textsuperscript{277,278} In addition to structural rearrangements, chemically disordered alloys might exhibit ordering in the vicinity of the surfaces as well. In the following, we employ specific examples to discuss surface reconstructions in metals and semiconductors, as well as surface-induced ordering.

Figure 21 schematically shows an example of surface reconstruction in ultrathin Fe films on Cu(001). Cu has an fcc crystal structure and the lattice constant is also close to that of fcc Fe, which is unstable at room temperature. Hence, experimentalists attempted to grow thin fcc Fe films on Cu substrates. However, the atomic structure of the grown ultrathin Fe films on Cu(001) is not fcc but exhibits thickness-dependent structural modulations [see Fig. 21(a)] and magnetic configurations.\textsuperscript{280–282} As shown in Fig. 21(b), there exist three distinct regions. In region I ($1 < N \leq 4$ ML), the entire film experiences lattice modulations with a ferromagnetic (FM) state. In region II ($1 < N \leq 10$ ML), only the top two layers are modulated; the film switches to an overall antiferromagnetic (AFM) state with the top two layers always ferromagnetically coupled. In region III ($N > 10$ ML), the entire film transitions to FM bcc Fe without any surface reconstruction.

Despite the fact that the complex surface reconstructions in ultrathin Fe films on Cu(001) have been observed experimentally using different techniques, the atomic nature and origin of the modulated structure had been puzzling for a long time. Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{279} approached this problem from the perspective of phase transitions with the presence of surfaces and interfaces. Employing first-principles NEB calculations, they found that the modulated structure stems from an intermediate structure along the transition pathway of FM fcc $\rightarrow$ bcc Fe within the Pitsch\textsuperscript{279} orientation relationship as enforced by the substrate [see Fig. 21(c)]; the intermediate structure discussed here is the same as the MIS discussed in Sec. IV.A.1. Hence, different regions observed in experiments can be interpreted as the result of an fcc $\rightarrow$ MIS $\rightarrow$ bcc transition in Fe at different film thicknesses.

As mentioned above, the $(7 \times 7)$ reconstruction of Si(111) is one of the most complicated surface phase transitions.\textsuperscript{283} The final reconstructed surface contains defective units such as dimers, adatoms, and stacking faults.\textsuperscript{284} Even though the exact atomic structure of this reconstruction has been systematically characterized and interpreted, the atomistic mechanism for the formation kinetics of the reconstruction had been a mystery for more than half a century.

The large size of the Si(111)–$(7 \times 7)$ reconstruction sets a computational challenge for first-principles simulations. Typical empirical potentials for Si are, unfortunately, not able to capture the correct ground-state structure of this reconstruction. Recently, Hu et al.\textsuperscript{285} developed an accurate artificial neural-network potential for Si and employed the potential to study the atomistic mechanism of the kinetic formation process of the Si(111)–$(7 \times 7)$ reconstruction. They systematically revealed a step-mediated atom-hopping rate-limiting process, which triggers massive non-conserved rearrangements of atoms. A key ingredient of the atomistic mechanism is collective vacancy diffusion [see Fig. 22(a)], which further mediates a sequential pattern formation of defective dimers, corner holes, stacking faults, and dimer lines. Ultimately, this sophisticated atomistic process leads to the formation of the complex Si(111)–$(7 \times 7)$ reconstruction [see Figs. 22(b) and 22(c)].

Alloys are oftentimes chemically disordered, but they can undergo a disorder $\rightarrow$ order transition in the vicinity of the surface.\textsuperscript{286–292} For instance, chemically ordered Al$_{1-x}$Ga$_x$N surface alloys ($0 < x < 1$) have been experimentally observed using TEM and XRD.\textsuperscript{287} The surface-induced chemical ordering changes the bandgap and other optical properties of the alloys as compared to the disordered alloys. Thus, the surface chemical ordering adds an additional degree of freedom to tune the electronic and optoelectronic properties of semiconductor alloys. Using first-principles calculations, it was found that the chemical ordering results from the growth kinetics at surface steps. The Al–N bond is stronger than the Ga–N bond, because of which incorporation of Al atoms on certain crystallographic sites (B2) at surface steps is energetically preferable during growth. Recently, a new chemical intraplane ordering was first observed in a nominal InN monolayer epitaxially grown on GaN(0001).\textsuperscript{293} The surface was identified to be a chemically ordered In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N alloy with a mean In concentration of 25%. This chemical ordering was rationalized by an elastically frustrated rehybridization (from $sp^3$ to planar $sp^2$) mechanism, which prevents In atoms from occupying low-coordinated surface sites.

Beyond crystalline materials, the surfaces of amorphous materials might also exhibit special ordering that is absent in the bulk. For instance, when compacting amorphous particles of Fe$_{80}$Sc$_{10}$ the surfaces undergo structural and magnetic transitions.\textsuperscript{293,294} The paramagnetic disordered surfaces that are brought in close contact transform to an interface structure with special medium-range order coupled with ferromagnetism.\textsuperscript{295} Making use of this transition, the concept of nanoglasses (i.e., amorphous domains connected by interfaces as transformed from amorphous surfaces) has been proposed,\textsuperscript{296,297} which opened up a new pathway to improve the properties of glasses.

\textbf{F. Interfaces}

In this section, we focus on interfaces between different phases, i.e., phase boundaries, which directly link the parent and product phases during phase transitions. Naturally, one may expect that these...
interfaces impact or even dominate the phase transition kinetics, since
the phase transition occurs in the vicinity of the interface and proceeds
via interface migration. Indeed, as we will show in the following, the
constraints and chemomechanical coupling at the interfaces have a
profound influence on the atomic displacements/rearrangements and
atomic diffusion, which, thus, directly shape the phase transition
kinetics.

1. Adaptive martensite

In Ni–Mn–Ga magnetic shape-memory alloys, there is a mar-
tensitic transition from cubic L21 austenite to tetragonal L12 martens-
ite [see Fig. 23(a)] while cooling from high to low temperatures. After
the martensitic transformation, in addition to the tetragonal
martensite, there are also a number of so-called modulated phases
[see, e.g., the 5M phase in Fig. 23(a); here “S” denotes the periodicity
along the c direction] that have been experimentally observed. It
has been shown that the presence of the modulated phases are actually
essential to achieve high field-induced strains and entropy changes in
moderate magnetic fields.

The modulated phases have relatively complicated crystal struc-
tures, making them difficult to interpret and understand, even though
the exact crystal structures can be determined based on experimental
techniques such as XRD. Motivated by the concept of “adaptive phase
formation” as first suggested by Khachaturyan, Kaufmann et al. proposed a physically very intuitive mechanism to rationalize
the formation of the modulated phases in Ni–Mn–Ga alloys; the mod-
ulated phases were termed “adaptive martensite.”

The central idea of adaptive martensite is that the modulated phases
should not be considered as thermodynamically stable bulk phases, instead they are metastable structures characterized by ultra-
fine twinning. As schematically shown in Fig. 23(b), the modulated phases are formed by adapting to interfacial constraints of the austen-
ite phase at the habit plane (i.e., the interface); the formation of the
adaptive modulated martensites could help to minimize the elastic
energy at the interface due to lattice mismatches between cubic austen-
ite and tetragonal martensite. Different modulated phases (such as
5M, 7M, 9M, 10M, and 14 M) are characterized by different twinning
periodicities as a result of different lattice mismatches at the habit
plane. However, consistently, all of the phases can ultimately be traced
back to the non-modulated (NM) tetragonal martensite phases in the
form of nanotwin lamellae.

The key requirements for the concept of adaptive martensite to
work are twofold: (i) a simple martensitic transformation path, and (ii)
a very low nanotwin boundary energy. To more intuitively and quanti-
tatively discuss these aspects, we look at another example of adaptive
martensite formation in an fcc Fe0.7Pd0.3 alloy, which was demon-
strated by Kauffmann-Weiss using both theory and experiment. As depicted in Fig. 23(c), when the ideal relative atomic
positions is fixed in the fcc Fe0.7Pd0.3 alloy and only the tetragonality
(c/a ratio) is varied, the fcc austenite phase is most stable. However, if
one allows atomic relaxations, the bcc phase becomes the ground state,
and in addition to the bcc phase (c/a = 0.707) there is also another
metastable minimum at c/a > 1. The bcc phase corresponds to the
stable non-modulated phase, which can be transformed from the
fcc austenite via the simple Bain path. The metastable structure at
(c/a > 1 is actually an adaptive martensite, which can be formed by a
simple tetragonal deformation of the fcc austenite along the opposite
direction of the Bain path plus additional adaptive twinning [see the
inset of Fig. 23(b)].

Figure 23(d) shows the twin-boundary energy (U_{tw}) as a function
of the tetragonality of the twinned adaptive phase (c/a). It can be
seen that the twin-boundary energy decreases dramatically with
increasing tetragonality, which implies that the adaptive martensite
has an extremely low twin-boundary energy. This is the reason why
the adaptive martensite is energetically favorable to form, despite
the fact that as a “bulk” phase, it has a higher energy than the ground-
state non-modulated martensite [see Fig. 23(c)].

The example of adaptive martensite formation nicely demon-
strates the important impact of interfaces on phase transition kinetics
and intuitively shows how the interfacial constraints due to lattice mis-
matches alter the transformation pathway and lead to the formation of
metastable adaptive modulated phases. When simulating phase
formation kinetics, in particular, for cases where coherent interfaces
or other constraints can be formed, the elastic energy due to interfacial lattice mismatches needs to be carefully taken into account. To minimize the elastic energy at the interface, the phase transition may adopt different pathways.

**FIG. 21.** (a) Schematic illustration of the (1 × n) reconstructions in ultrathin Fe films
on Cu(001). (b) Thickness-dependent surface reconstructions including three dis-
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2. Heterophase interfaces

For structural transformations between two different crystalline phases that proceed via nucleation and growth, the properties of the heterophase interface significantly impact the transformation kinetics. As the transformation is characterized by structural rearrangements at the interface, the velocity of the phase boundary strongly depends on the orientation relationship, the mismatch, the density, etc. The $\gamma_1/H_{11623}$ phase transition in colloidal crystals discussed in Sec. IV C 1 exhibits a strong correlation between the coherency of the interface and the mobility of the phase boundary. During growth, the interface velocity is lowest perpendicular to coherent interfaces and highest perpendicular to incoherent interfaces. A disordered interface layer that is most pronounced at incoherent interfaces enhances the mobility of particles and, consequently, of the interface.

As an example of heterophase interfaces in metallic systems, we discuss the transformation between cubic and topologically close packed (TCP) phases. These are of importance in high-performance alloys, such as Ni-based superalloys and steels, where the formation of TCP-phase precipitates affects the materials properties. In elemental W, the transformation between bcc and A15 (one of the TCP phases) is of particular interest since bcc W is a promising candidate for metallic interconnects in microelectronics, while A15 W is considered for spintronic devices based on the spin Hall effect.

The transformation mechanism between bcc and A15 has been studied computationally for a model system in Mo with AKMC (see Sec. III A 3). In Fig. 24(a), a setup of the simulation cell is shown, indicating a disordered interface region that facilitates the structural rearrangement during phase boundary migration, similar to the
experimental observations for colloidal particles. The change in potential energy during an AKMC simulation is displayed in Fig. 24(b), which exhibits plateau regions between a decrease in energy as the transformation takes place. These plateau regions can be associated with the formation of a new bcc layer as the transition proceeds layer-by-layer. An Arrhenius plot of the rate constants for the formation of a bcc layer extracted from the AKMC simulations is shown in Fig. 24(c), where the slope yields an effective barrier of $D_E = C_{25}E_0 \approx 5eV$ for the transformation mechanism through the disordered interface. This effective barrier and, correspondingly, the mobility of the phase boundary cannot be associated with a single atomistic mechanism but reflects the features of the complex energy landscape explored during the transformation.

The bcc-A15 transformation has also been studied by a combination of the solid-state dimer (SSD) and SSNEB approaches. The dimer method is a single-ended saddle point search, where, in contrast to NEB, only the initial configuration is required. In SSD, both the cell and atomic degrees of freedom are evolved together, which is essential in the study of phase transformations. The concerted mechanism for the bcc-A15 transformation obtained with SSD in a small simulation cell was used to create an initial path for subsequent SSNEB calculations. The relaxed MEP revealed a nucleation and growth mechanism with again several smaller barriers associated with the formation of new bcc layers during the transformation.

The disorder at the heterophase interface results in a very rugged energy landscape with a large number of shallow, local minima representing the different arrangements of atoms in the disordered layer, similar to an amorphous phase. This makes it challenging and computationally expensive to sample with, for example, AKMC. Enhanced sampling schemes that sweep over the energy landscape and project the free energy along a given, low-dimensional collective variable (CV) can alleviate this problem. It is, however, not entirely trivial to construct a CV that properly represents the complex mechanism of the phase boundary migration.

In Ref. 306, a machine-learning approach was used to classify the local, structural environment around each atom [Fig. 24(d)]. The output of the classification neural network (NN) can be combined into global classifiers and the phase transformation described as a path in this classifier space. This approach does not assume any particular atomistic mechanism but utilizes the decision function of the classification NN to locally drive the system between different structural motifs. The resulting CV was then used in combination with metadynamics and driven adiabatic free-energy dynamics (d-AFED) to enhance the sampling of the phase space. The evolution of the CV during a number of d-AFED simulations is shown in Fig. 24(e). Again, several plateau regions can be identified that correspond to the formation of new bcc layers during the transformation. Note that the transformation in the enhanced sampling can be
observed within a few nanoseconds, whereas in an unbiased simulation, the transformation takes place on the order of tens of microseconds, highlighting the significant speedup in the exploration of the phase space. The potential of mean force along the corresponding CV extracted from several d-AFED runs is shown in Fig. 24(f). The energy profile exhibits a series of minima separated by barriers of $\Delta F \approx 0.5$ eV. This again reflects the layer-by-layer transformation through a disordered interface as also seen in the AKMC study.

The transformation enthalpy and effective barrier for the bcc-A15 transformation of W thin films have been assessed in a combined experimental and theoretical study. The results of first-principles calculations and high-temperature MD simulations were in good agreement with the values extracted from DSC measurements for these quantities. The transformation mechanism was again described as proceeding via a collective rearrangement of atoms in the disordered interface layer.

As discussed in Sec. IV A 1, the presence of interstitials can greatly affect the transformation kinetics. This has also been observed for the bcc-A15 transition in W thin films when doping with O. A recent experimental and theoretical study revealed the impact of O in driving the transformation from bcc to A15. As the amount of O in the bcc phase is increased, it induces a distortion of the lattice such that the local environment around the O interstitials becomes comparable to A15, indicating that O doping promotes the transformation from bcc to A15 and also stabilizes the A15 phase.

Recently, it has been shown by both HRTEM imaging and atomistic simulations that misfit dislocations at the heterophase interface of Cu/Cu$_2$O have a critical impact on the phase transition kinetics. The lateral flow of interfacial ledges is pinned at the core of dislocations until the dislocation migrates to the new interface location during the phase transition. This leads to a stop-and-go mechanism for the interfacial phase transition kinetics as induced by misfit dislocations at the heterophase interface. For heterophase interfaces where the transformation between the different crystalline phases requires a significant rearrangement of atoms, the formation of disordered or amorphous regions appears to be of importance in determining the transformation kinetics. In addition, the presence of interstitial defects can affect the relative stability and transformation mechanism, which needs to be taken into account in the study of these systems.

### 3. Interfacial complexions

An interfacial complexion refers to a metastable interfacial state confined and stabilized at the interface of the adjacent phases. It can adopt states that have distinct interfacial structures and/or composition profiles correlated with local minima in free energy and may undergo reversible structural transitions when the thermodynamic conditions vary. In this case, the interface itself is also a confined phase with finite thickness, and may participate in the bulk phase transition. In the following, we use two examples to show how interfacial complexions are formed and how they may influence the phase transition kinetics: one is about diffusional-displacive pearlite transformation in Fe–C alloys, and the other relates to diffusionless martensitic transformation in Ti alloys.

Pearlite is an important microstructure in steels, which is formed by a decomposition of fcc austenite ($\gamma$ phase) into bcc ferrite ($\alpha$ phase) and orthorhombic carbide cementite (Fe$_3$C). When ferrite and cementite are periodically arranged in a lamellar manner, the microstructure is termed pearlite (in contrast to another microstructure named bainite) [see Fig. 25(a)].

The pearlite transformation involves three phases and multiple interfaces, because of which the phase transformation kinetics is very complicated. Of particular interest and importance is the diffusion and redistribution of C atoms. Fcc austenite has a large C solubility, but bcc ferrite can only accommodate a very small concentration of C atoms. During the decomposition of austenite into ferrite and cementite (25 at. % C), C would need to diffuse toward the interface and accumulate in some way to form cementite.

Despite the fact that this is a textbook phase transformation in such a conventional material system, the mechanism of this transformation including the redistribution of C at the interface is not well understood. For instance, Fig. 25(b) shows the experimentally measured growth velocities of pearlite at different temperatures, in comparison with simulation results. Even though the pearlite lamellar microstructure can be nicely simulated using phase field [Figs. 25(c) and 25(d)], the theoretically obtained growth velocities are drastically lower.

In particular, Nakajima et al. systematically investigated the impact of different C diffusion pathways on the phase transition kinetics. They considered two scenarios: (i) C only diffuses in austenite, and (ii) C also diffuses in ferrite in addition to scenario (i). As a result, scenario (ii) indeed enhances the growth velocities of pearlite as compared to scenario (i); however, the magnitude of the growth velocities is still much lower than the experimental values. This clearly demonstrates that our understanding of the atomistic pearlite transformation mechanism is limited and incomplete, in particular, the C diffusion and redistribution mechanisms at the interfaces.

To understand the complete atomistic picture of the pearlite transformation, Zhang et al. approached this problem from a different perspective. They started from analyzing the crystal structure of the complicated carbide cementite and relaxed the atomic structure of cementite after removing C atoms from this phase employing first principles. Interestingly, this relaxation did not lead to ferrite, but a new structure that is between fcc austenite and bcc ferrite. This new structure is not a stable bulk phase, but is only metastable due to the interfacial confinement, i.e., an interfacial complexion.

The new structure naturally connects austenite, ferrite, and cementite and forms the basis for a unified set of transition pathways and interfaces between three phases [see Fig. 26(a)]. The unified transition pathways always proceed via the new structure as an intermediate step, because of which the new structure is called MIS as we also discussed in Sec. IV A 1.

By performing SSNEB calculations, the atomistic mechanisms for the structural transformations among austenite, ferrite, and cementite were revealed [Fig. 26(b)]. The MIS serves as a central link for the three phases, and structural transitions can take place by shuffling the Fe lattice coupled with periodic C segregation. Since the austenite/ferrite and austenite/cementite interfaces have now been characterized as MIS, this interfacial complexion may also enable fast diffusion and provide redistribution channels for C atoms at the interface, which may explain the observed discrepancy between phase-field simulations and experiments for pearlite growth velocities. More detailed investigations into the kinetics are still required.

This example intuitively shows how important the interface is for the phase transition kinetics and how an interfacial complexion, such
as the MIS, may facilitate unified transformation pathways and fast channels for solute diffusion and redistribution.

The above example focuses on diffusional-displacive transformation, where an interfacial complexion plays a critical role in the phase transition kinetics. However, also for purely displacive martensitic transformation, interfacial complexions can be essential for the phase transition pathways. For instance, Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{327} recently identified an interfacial-complexion-mediated martensitic phase transformation in the Ti-23Nb-0.7Ta-2Zr (at.%) system, which is a high-temperature shape-memory alloy. The shape-memory effect originates from a reversible $\beta \rightarrow \alpha''$ martensitic transformation under temperature and stress variations. The $\beta \rightarrow \alpha'$ martensitic transformation is thermoelastic and results in a microstructure with self-accommodated $\alpha'$ twins. Also, the system is strongly prone to a $\beta \rightarrow a\omega$ transition upon cooling. The transformation paths and kinetics of both $\beta \rightarrow \alpha''$ and $\beta \rightarrow a\omega$ transitions are very sensitive to alloying elements and external/local stresses.

As shown in Fig. 27, during the $\beta \rightarrow \alpha'$ transition, the growth of $\alpha''$ martensite builds up a shear stress along the phase or twin boundaries. With distinct thermodynamic conditions, the interfaces promote
the matrix to overcome a low free-energy barrier of the $\beta \to a$-o transition. The $a$-o is, in principle, thermodynamically unstable at this temperature, but it is formed and stabilized with the assistance of stress [Figs. 27(a) and 27(b)]. The formation of $a$-o interfaceal complexes accommodates the $\alpha'/\beta$ interfacial strain and hence decreases the interfacial stress [step 2 in Fig. 27(a)]. When the local stress drops to values below the critical value, the growth of $a$-o layers stops, since the $a$-o is still thermodynamically unfavorable, and subsequently step 3 in Fig. 27(a) proceeds. This is also the reason why the occurrence of $\beta \to \alpha'$ transition is strictly confined to the interface region. As the $a$-o transformation produces shear along the (211)\textit{[111]}$_{\beta}$ component, $\alpha'_1$ of the (220)$_{\alpha'}$/(211)$_{\beta}$ compound twinning character is formed due to the requirement of interface energy minimization. This is in contrast with binary Ti–Nb, where one step $\beta \to \alpha'$ transition occurs with the major twinning mode of \{111\}_{\alpha'} type-I twinning and no compound twins. As a result, a new transformation-induced interfacial complexion of $a$-o structure is found.

It possesses the athermal character and reversibility through the reversible $\beta \to a$-o transition. The confinement and reversibility of this interface nanolamine, consisting of adjacent orthorhombic $\alpha'$, hexagonal $\omega$ and twinned $\alpha'$ nano-layers inside the host $\beta$ matrix realize an interfacial complexion state [Fig. 27(c)]. It forms from the $\beta$ matrix to accommodate the interfacial strain of $\alpha'/\beta$ phase boundaries during $\beta \to \alpha'$ martensitic transition and further mediates the transition kinetics by influencing the twinning mode to be (220)$_{\alpha'}$ compound twin and results in a final nanolaminite composite microstructure throughout the bulk Ti alloy upon cooling [Fig. 27(d)].

4. Morphology of nanoprecipitates

During the structural transformation from matrix to precipitates, the kinetics and the morphology of the precipitates may be dominated by the energetics of the involved interfaces between the precipitates and the confining matrix. This has been demonstrated in a recent study\textsuperscript{328} of Fe$_3$C precipitation in the well-established Fe–C system [Fig. 28(a)]. Fe$_3$C was found to grow along a particular direction as indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 28(b). This is realized by a sophisticated cooperative mechanism that combines interstitial segregation (C) with collective host-lattice (bcc Fe) reconstruction at the interface front.

There are three orthogonal interfaces between Fe$_3$C and the ferrite matrix as shown in Fig. 28(c). Interface II is a coherent twin boundary, thus is naturally energetically favorable. Interface III (which is parallel to the image and not depicted) is also favorable, since a readjustment of the positions of some C atoms leads to energetically more favorable sites at the interface than those in bulk cementite. Atomistic calculations of the interface energies showed that upon Fe$_3$C growth, the increase in the areas of interfaces II and III will be much easier than that of the energetically more costly interface I. Therefore, preferential growth will occur along the direction perpendicular to interface I, which rationalizes the experimental observation.

Nevertheless, to transform ferrite into cementite, accumulation of C atoms at interface I has to occur at the same time, as the C concentration is initially only a few at.% in the ferrite matrix, while the cementite crystal structure possesses 25 at.% C. By evaluating the MEP of C migration to interface I using NEB calculations (see Sec. III A 2), Wang et al.\textsuperscript{328} identified a thermodynamic driving force for C to diffuse from the ferrite matrix to the advancing interface [Fig. 28(c)]. This indicates that the segregation of C atoms to interface I is nearly spontaneous. A collective reconstruction of the bcc ferrite lattice at interface I then occurs by a shear-like shuffle of the Fe atoms along [111] directions [Fig. 28(c)], which cooperatively accommodates the incoming C atoms, realizing the transformation from ferrite to Fe$_3$C.

This example demonstrates that, when nanoprecipitation occurs, the energetics of the coherent interface between the matrix and precipitate profoundly impacts the morphology of the precipitate. Furthermore, the atomic structure of the interface plays a key role in the compositional adjustment in order to satisfy the chemical composition required for the precipitate. All of these insights prototypically illustrate the importance of the matrix/precipitate interface for nanoscale phase transition kinetics during precipitation.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this review, we used representative examples to systematically discuss various roles that different types of point and extended defects can play in different types of phase transition kinetics. We were aiming to reflect the breadth of this field and the importance for a wide variety of materials. Through our comprehensive review of the selected examples, we summarize and highlight the following impacts that point, line, and planar defects may have on phase transition kinetics.

(i) As lattice imperfections, defects (including point, line, and planar defects) may generally serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites and promote nucleation rates by reducing the nucleation barrier within, e.g., a two-step phase transition pathway; in this case an intermediate ordered or disordered phase can be involved. However, such a two-step nucleation mechanism is not always necessary, but depends on the symmetry of the defects and the character of the phase transition (diffusive or diffusionless). Even without an intermediate phase formation, grain boundaries with incoherent facets can help to reduce the nucleation barrier and promote diffusive nucleation kinetics. Similarly, high-symmetry grain-boundary junctions with coherent facets may also promote nucleation in a diffusionless martensitic fashion, as the interface energies are low and interface progression can continuously proceed via well-defined atomic shuffle with the low-energy interfaces maintained. These mechanisms have been identified and verified through both theory and experiment. As a model system, colloidal crystals have enabled very intuitive direct experimental observations of the kinetic processes and mechanisms.

(ii) Point defects usually suppress martensitic transformations, leading to different transition pathways and/or different phase formation. When the host lattice undergoes a diffusionless martensitic transformation, the point defects do not necessarily follow the displacive lattice transformation; instead, they may locally displace and redistribute to neighboring sites. The presence of point defects generally enhances the martensitic phase transition barrier, suppressing the martensite formation. This is a negative impact if one would like to maximize the martensite formation, as in the case of martensitic steels. However, this suppression of martensite formation could also be turned into a positive outcome. For
instance, impurities block the $\alpha \rightarrow \omega$ transition in Ti alloys, which helps to improve the stability of the favorable, ductile $\alpha$ phase. Similarly, in oxide battery cathodes, vacancies can block unfavorable phase transitions and assist ion migration, which is beneficial for the cycling stability. Furthermore, point defects may lead to the formation of a strain-glass state in ferroelastic systems, which gives rise to novel properties that are absent in conventional martensitic alloys. For the strain-glass formation, in addition to point defects, dislocations and nanoprecipitates can exhibit a similar effect as well.

(iii) Extended defects, such as dislocations and grain boundaries, contain excess volume, which can act as a trap for alloying elements in the bulk phase. This, in turn, may impact the phase transition kinetics in the bulk. When alloying elements are incorporated into the lattice with the purpose to stabilize certain phases or promote specific phase transitions, segregation of alloying elements to extended defects may act as a competing mechanism against the desired bulk phase transition. Trapped by extended defects, the alloying elements may be in vain and could thus not realize the expected functionalities. This is a general concern for alloying and doping in a wide spectrum of materials, which should be carefully considered.

(iv) As a planar defect, grain boundaries themselves can also stabilize some interfacial phases with well-defined structural motifs, which further undergo structural transitions between different grain-boundary phases. Temperature and/or atomic-density (which can be changed through inserting interstitials or vacancies) variations can trigger reversible transitions between different grain-boundary phases. Grain-boundary phase transitions have been directly observed in both MD simulations and in situ HRSTEM experiments. In addition to transitions between different ordered phases, grain boundaries can also undergo transitions to nanoscale liquid-like disordered states, even below the bulk melting temperature, which is referred to as grain-boundary premelting. Grain-boundary premelting can drastically reduce the shear resistance of the materials, which ultimately leads to catastrophic materials failure.

(v) Stacking faults are commonly present in a variety of materials. Since many phase transitions involve slip of atomic layers, stacking faults may naturally impact the kinetics of phase transitions. The discussed examples illustrate that the
roles that stacking faults can play are bidirectional. Positively, they have the capability to mediate and drive some martensitic transitions in metallic alloys, or serve as intermediate transition steps in layered oxides. On the negative side, stacking faults can also suppress the formation of intermetallic Laves phases. The specific role that stacking faults play in phase transition kinetics needs to be investigated case by case.

(vi) Surfaces are naturally present in materials and also influence the thermodynamics and kinetics of phase transitions in, most notably, nanomaterials. In liquid droplets, surfaces can affect the maximum undercooling before solidification, since they are the primary source of nucleation sites. In nanomaterials, the total free energy is dominated by contributions from surfaces, which can lead to the formation of new unusual phases that are not observed as bulk phases under ambient conditions; the phase-transition diagram may be remarkably altered while reducing the crystal size. As a defect phase, surfaces themselves might also undergo phase transitions such as reconstructions and chemical ordering, which result in the formation of new defect phases.

(vii) The lattice mismatches at interfaces can serve as geometric constraints on the product phase, which may lead to the formation of so-called adaptive martensite. The central idea is to utilize nanotwinned modulated martensitic phases to accommodate the interfacial lattice mismatches between the parent and product phases, and thus to minimize the elastic strain energy. This concept has been demonstrated in magnetic shape-memory alloys, where different modulated martensitic phases have been experimentally observed, but their interpretation was difficult prior to the emergence of the idea of adaptive martensite.

(viii) When a coherent phase boundary is difficult to achieve, semicoherent or incoherent interfaces can also substantially impact the phase transition kinetics. On the one hand, a disordered interface region may facilitate a collective structural rearrangement while the phase boundary migrates. The phase transition can proceed in a layer-by-layer fashion, as revealed in AKMC and other enhanced sampling techniques. Misfit dislocations at the interfaces may also have a profound impact on the phase transition kinetics. They may pin the lateral flow of interfacial ledges at their core, and only allow the ledges to move when the dislocations themselves have migrated to the new interface location during interfacial transformation. On the other hand, intermediate interfacial phases, termed complexions, may also form, which can act as a buffer zone for the structural transformation and as a channel for fast atomic migration at the interface front.

(ix) During the formation and growth of nanoprecipitates, the interfaces between the matrix and precipitate also play an important role for the growth kinetics. The matrix-precipitate interfaces impact the thermodynamics and kinetics of phase transitions; for the kinetic aspect, the effects of interfaces are threefold: First, precipitates form different interfaces with the matrix, which also have different interface energies depending on the lattice mismatches and atomic arrangements. The difference in the interface energy may promote preferential growth of the precipitate along certain directions, forming specific morphology.
Second, the interface could provide energetically favorable sites for solute segregation, which allows to adjust the local chemical composition that is required for the formation of the precipitate. Third, the interface undergoes atomic shuffles, which need to cooperate with solute segregation in order to transition to the precipitate phase. This is by no means trivial and sophisticated transformation mechanisms are required. The growth kinetics depends sensitively on the transition barrier at the interface.

In addition to the key points summarized above, there certainly could be other types of defect-characterized phase transition kinetics. Both defects and phase transition kinetics have been extensively studied in the literature, but studies of the interplay between defects and phase transition kinetics are still limited. There is an abundance of different aspects that still need to be explored in order to present a systematic and complete physical picture for the various types of defect-characterized phase transition kinetics. We hope this review will help to open up a new chapter for the research in this field. From our current understanding and perspective, we envision the following potential and promising research directions in this growing field.

(i) Currently, the types of defects, phase transitions, and materials that have been carefully researched from the perspective of defect-characterized phase transition kinetics are relatively limited, which makes it still rather difficult to present a complete physical picture and to derive more general laws and mechanisms. Hence, it would be invaluable to apply the presently available theoretical and experimental techniques to different types of defect-characterized phase transitions in a wider spectrum of materials. This accumulation of data and knowledge is long-lasting, but is extremely helpful for expanding our horizon on the possible roles that defects can play in phase transition kinetics. Presently unknown functions or the unexpected interplay between defects and phase transition kinetics are anticipated to be uncovered; this could also lead to the derivation of general trends and mechanisms.

From the computational perspective, despite the significant advances in simulation methodology and the profound increase in computing power in recent years, it remains difficult to simulate defect-characterized phase transition kinetics. The challenges lie in overcoming the limited length and time scales in simulations, and in reaching presently unavailable levels of reliability and accuracy. Many advanced techniques for simulating and sampling phase transition pathways in systems with complicated energy landscapes are under developments, which with further improvements are expected to generate large impacts. Density functional theory based first-principles calculations are becoming increasingly more accurate with the emergence of more accurate exchange-correlation functionals and with the theoretical advances, e.g., in capturing finite-temperature effects. The high computational demand is still a critical obstacle for applying first-principles calculations to the studies of phase transition kinetics. Computationally affordable empirical potentials oftentimes suffer from the lack of sufficient accuracy and transferability. Interatomic potentials and force fields based on advanced machine-learning techniques with first-principles training datasets are actively being developed, which may significantly improve the accuracy without being limited to small simulation cells; the transferability is unfortunately still a concern, which may need further investigations and improvements. Hierarchical or coupled multiscale simulations would also be extremely helpful to derive a full understanding of the mechanisms of defect-characterized phase transition kinetics.

(ii) On the experimental side, in situ characterizations of phase transition kinetics have become gradually common, but direct observations with atomic resolution and complete chemical information are still rare. Characterizations of defects, in particular point defects, are still extremely challenging. Colloidal crystals often serve as a model system, which allows intuitive observations of the phase transition kinetics and the impacts of defects using video microscopy. However, it is not entirely certain that the mechanisms extracted from these systems can be directly applied to more complex materials. Still, reaching a similar level of accuracy and intuitiveness for the complex microstructure in more “realistic” materials would be desired for electron microscopes, which will also allow direct comparison with...
first-principles and atomistic simulation results. Promising studies have already emerged. In addition to direct observations, more quantitative analyses of the evolution of the structural and chemical information during phase transitions, and how they can be altered by the presence of defects are of particular interest, but might be very difficult tasks to accomplish. Active developments are still ongoing in order to push the current limits of experimental techniques.

(iv) Once the diverse roles of defects in phase transition kinetics have been comprehensively established, enormous opportunities for novel research directions in manipulating phase transition kinetics through defect engineering will open up. With the remarkable advances in theoretical modeling and experimental characterization techniques, this approach may even enable new paradigms for the design of a wide spectrum of advanced materials. The performance of materials may be traced back to specific phase transitions and defects, and could then be tailored by changing the chemistry, atomic structure, and/or density of the defects of interest.
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